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Executive Summary 

The Maintenance of Accreditation report for the College of Business and Economics (COBE) at Radford 

University (RU) describes accomplishments from 2007-08 to 2011-12 and is organized in seven sections: 

 

1. Situation Analysis. RU has become an institution aspiring to new heights with doctoral 

programs, extensive capital structure development and a growing portfolio of accolades. 

Despite the economic situation, RU and the COBE have fared well.  

 

2. Progress Since the Last AACSB Review. This section includes a review of the marked 

improvements in all processes recommended by the 2007 Peer Review Team (PRT) and 

Maintenance of Accreditation Committee (MAC) relevant to the AACSB standards. It also briefly 

summarizes the five-year progress in strategic management, assurance of learning, and 

participant characteristics. 

 

3. Strategic Management. External constituents, students, faculty and staff review COBE’s annual 

activities and plan its future goals. The COBE mission remains consistent with that of RU and 

guides its financial planning and expenditures. The iterative review of progress also enables 

COBE’s many constituents to provide input to the process.  

 

4. Participants. The student body at RU is gradually improving in entry level scores. Faculty 

members produce scholarship and participate in the life of the COBE at rates that surpass 

standards. The picture is one of quality and continuous progress. 

 

5. Assurance of Learning. This section includes a review of the process, measures and changes that 

have occurred in the COBE. Twelve outcomes have been measured with multiple methods. 

Summaries for ethics, logical decision making, oral communications and the time value of 

money offer examples of how the process works. Assessment is used to improve learning 

outcomes and approaches in support of teaching and learning. 

 

6. Other Material: Points of Pride.  In this section, the collaborative and student-centered theme 

offers a way to acknowledge accomplishments, including: the new signature building, mini-cases 

and faculty involvement in assessment, the informal nature of professional development efforts, 

outreach, global infusions, the COBE Advisory Council and the student organizations. The COBE 

at RU is a special program with distinctive qualities. 

 

7. Summary and Conclusions.  The COBE at RU is a community of people – students, faculty, staff, 

alumni, friends – in an active learning environment that stimulates scholarly achievements. The 

COBE is mission driven and focused on continuous quality improvements over time. As you read 

the report, we hope you will understand how we, at the COBE:  

 

experience business….actively, globally, and entrepreneurially.
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1. Situation Analysis 

 
The situation or framework for this report includes characteristics of Radford University (RU), the 
College of Business and Economics (COBE), and the context of the community. 
 
1.1 Radford University (RU)  

RU is a comprehensive, primarily residential, university located in Southwest Virginia's Blue Ridge 

Mountains. RU has been cited as one of the “Best Colleges and Universities in the Southeast,” by the 

Princeton Review; as one of the “Top Up and Coming Schools in the Nation,” by the U.S. News and World 

Report’s 2010 Guide to America’s Best Colleges; as one of the “Southeastern Region’s 12 Greenest 

Colleges and Universities,” according to the Blue Ridge Outdoor Magazine; and takes pride in its 

inclusion in the Princeton Review’s guide to the “Best 294 Business Schools.” According to the Princeton 

Review, “Students come to Radford University for the small class sizes, residential community, dedicated 

professors, and academic excellence.” 

Serving a student population of over 9,000 students, RU features an intimate learning environment, a 

student to faculty ratio of 18:1 and a strong service orientation on its beautiful 191-acre campus. RU’s 

students are predominantly in-state (94%) and benefit from its standing as the second-lowest total cost 

provider among Virginia’s four-year institutions (2011/2012). Almost 26 percent of RU students are first-

generation college students and almost 80 percent of RU graduates remain in the Commonwealth of 

Virginia. RU has a state-wide articulation agreement with the Virginia Community College system to 

facilitate transfers and also partners with the public school systems to improve teacher preparation. The 

majority of RU’s in-state student population hails from the Northern Virginia region, followed fairly 

equally by the Southwest, Southside, Central and Tidewater regions of the state.  

RU celebrated 100 years of service to the Commonwealth of Virginia with its Charter Day on March 24, 

2010. In her remarks, President Penelope W. Kyle noted the shared commitment to service of RU and its 

keynote speaker: 

We simply could not have found a more appropriate guest speaker than Blake Mycoskie 

(Tom’s Shoes) a pioneering young entrepreneur whose philosophy of service to 

humanity is so seamlessly imbedded in his company’s “one-for-one” business model. He 

is a living example of our Centennial theme: service to others. 

RU was named to the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll, the highest federal 

recognition a college or university can receive for its commitment to volunteerism, service learning and 

civic engagement.  

RU now awards doctoral degrees in nursing, physical therapy and counseling psychology.  RU is focused 

on increasing enrollments to achieve a population of about 10,000 students in its seven colleges:  

Waldron College of Health and Human Services, College of Visual and Performing Arts, College of 

Education and Human Development, College of Humanities and Behavioral Sciences, College of Science 
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and Technology, College of Business and Economics and College of Graduate and Professional Studies. 

Culturally, RU has achieved an 'All-Steinway' school status as its music students now play and perform 

exclusively on the premier instrument. Athletically, RU competes in NCAA Division I athletics in the Big 

South Conference.  

The six-year graduation rate at RU is between 55 and 60 percent for all students, and approximately 54 

percent for first generation students, significantly above the national average of 24 percent.  Of the 

almost 2,000 freshmen entering RU in 2010, 60 percent were female, about 5 percent were African-

American, and 3 percent were Hispanic. More than 700 transfer students enroll each year as well. 

Business is the second most popular major of interest for incoming freshmen. 

RU leadership has been visionary and transformative.  Penelope W. Kyle has served as President since 

2006 and Richard Alvarez has served as Vice President of Finance since August 2009. Dr. Sam Minner 

became Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs in July 2011. RU has enhanced its American 

classic campus with 21st century infrastructure through a $212 million building program. A renovation of 

Young Hall created a technologically advanced academic building and work on residence halls has 

provided RU students convenient and modern places to live. The addition of a science and technology 

center and a fitness center have been planned while construction is nearly complete on the new $44 

million, 110,000 square foot, signature building for the College of Business and Economics (COBE).  

1.2 The College of Business and Economics (COBE)  

The COBE serves a population of approximately 1,200 pre-business and business students who complete 

BBA degrees in accounting, economics, finance, management or marketing; BS degrees in economics; 

and MBA degrees. They add minors in business administration, economics, entrepreneurship, 

management, or marketing and concentrations in entrepreneurship or international economics.  All 

degrees conferred for each major meet the standards for the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

The RU MBA program consists of two populations. The full-time RU MBA program serves younger 

professionals with less work experience who attend classes during the typical work-day. The 

Professional RU MBA program focuses on the professional community, where most students have five 

or more years of full-time work experience and earn their MBA on a part-time basis in evening classes 

offered on the Radford campus or in Roanoke. 

RU will complete COBE's signature home in fall 2012. Faculty, staff, students and community will benefit 

from being together under one roof with its modern learning and teaching technologies. Guided by a 

faculty design committee, the building's design incorporates: 

 Student Spaces for Informal Gatherings - Dedicated study areas for group work, a 

library/reading room and an advising center will enrich the culture of learning for students. 

 Technological Enhancements - To support the faculty focus on infusing the curriculum with 

applied experiences, the COBE environment - trading room, student study spaces, faculty 

conference rooms and equipment support areas - will be a wireless universe that supports the 

COBE requirement that all students have laptop computers. 
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 Community Outreach and Impact - The building will provide a gateway for COBE's main 

outreach programs - the Small Business Development Center and the Governmental and Non 

Profit Assistance Center - and offers an environment to invite and engage the community. 

The overall number of majors in the COBE has declined by about 300 students since 2007. The credit 

hours generated by the COBE have declined slightly. In majors such as management and marketing, the 

COBE has been attracting other majors in fields such as design, communications or exercise science that 

benefit from a business minor or concentration. The degree programs included in the accreditation 

review and the number of graduates is shown below: 

BBA Degrees Conferred 2008 - 2012 

  Accounting Economics Finance Management Marketing MBA COBE 

2007-08 45 22 55 199 147 39 507 

2008-09 36 24 59 154 96 44 413 

2009-10 36 23 55 156 118 50 438 

2010-11 40 13 53 126 102 26 360 

2011-12 45 18 47 126 98 38 399 

Note: 2011-12 remain estimates as additional students may graduate during the Summer I term. 

 

 

Percentage of RU credit hours generated by the COBE 

 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 

Percentage of RU credit hours by the COBE  12.7% 12.01% 13% 11.99% 
Percentage of RU degrees awarded by the COBE 23.9% 18.5% 20% 18.75% 
Graduate (MBA) credit hours generated 1412 969 1017 1227 
Percentage of RU graduate credit hours 7% 6.74% 6.46% 5.98% 

 

A drop in degrees awarded for the MBA program in 2011 was due, in part, to the modification in 2009 

from a 30 to 36-semester hour program that had many professional MBA students take an additional 

semester to graduate. This change in the program has provided students with additional opportunities 

to tailor the program to their professional needs. RU has set growth of its graduate programs as a 

priority so this becomes a key component of strategic planning moving forward. With a new building, 

lecture-capture technologies and online offerings as alternatives, the COBE has set the framework to 

take the steps needed to maintain and to grow the number of COBE majors and MBA students.   

Based on benchmarked performance, COBE provides a challenging academic home for its students. 

COBE students have scored at or above the average in most subject categories of the ETS tests and have 

achieved the 90th percentile (e.g. finance) in some disciplines.  In management courses, COBE students 

have placed among the top 100 in a business strategy simulation that included thousands of domestic 

and international students. The Student Managed Investment Portfolio (SMIPO) group placed first at the 

2011 RISE conference with its small-cap value fund portfolio. Three RU students in Phi Beta Lambda 

placed first in the 2012 Virginia competitions. The COBE has also achieved premier or exemplary status 
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for Beta Gamma Sigma in every year with from 80 to 100 percent of invited students electing to join the 

honor society. 

1.3 Context, Challenges and Strengths  

RU is located in Radford, VA, and is near Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia 

Tech) in Blacksburg.  About 45 miles to the northeast, Roanoke is a larger city that offers shopping and 

urban amenities along with the closest airport connection. The city of Radford and towns of 

Christiansburg and Blacksburg comprise a dynamic MSA with a unique quality of living. For example, Site 

Selection Magazine named the MSA area a “Top Metro by Number of Projects.” Within the population 

category of 200,000 or less, the metro tied for fourth nationally for the most new or expanding 

corporate facility announcements in 2011, according to the magazine.  

Within the past year, members of the Roanoke and Montgomery County Chambers of Commerce have 

begun to meet regularly to enhance the marketing of the region. Closer to home, the city of Radford has 

partnered with RU to provide a transportation system for the city and campus. Development of the 

downtown area with new retail and residential units has improved the feel of COBE's home town.  

The area provides the RU community with diverse opportunities.  Outdoor recreation and competitive 

sports are but a few of the healthy lifestyle activities available, including: hiking on the Appalachian Trail 

or in the nearby national forests and boating on Claytor Lake or the New River. The Blue Ridge Parkway, 

blue grass festivals, and the New River Valley’s designation as part of the Crooked Road Trail all enhance 

the living here. RU's regional environment is both student-influenced and community-focused with a 

rich selection of cultural events. RU's region also offers opportunities to connect with forward-thinking 

companies on projects of value to the organizations, students, and faculty (e.g. Moog, Danaher, Wade’s 

and others). Volvo Trucks North America in Dublin, the top producer of trucks in North America, is a 

partner with COBE faculty and students on marketing and human resources projects. The COBE's 

foundation is strong for developing future opportunities and responding to its challenges.  

Historically, RU has been one of the most underfunded institutions in the Commonwealth. RU 's astute 

management team, though, has maintained and focused RU's academic mission during the recent 

economic constriction. Through cost containment and efficiency strategies including elimination of 98.5 

FTE positions, reduction of discretionary funding by $1.1 million, pioneering efforts to utilize technology 

to save resources and outsourcing of select services, RU has benefitted the COBE with summer research 

grants and travel funds to further its academic mission. As elsewhere, budgets remain tight and 

challenges exist that will continue to provide motivation for improved efficiencies in operations.  

COBE's challenges in 2008 included:  its far-flung facilities in Whitt Hall and other locations; 

underdeveloped connections with alumni, donors and council members; an undefined image; a need to 

develop shared governance processes and to strengthen career development services; and gaps in the 

use of assessment. Most of these challenges have been constructively addressed and positive progress is 

ongoing. Challenges for the COBE in 2012 include a need to further develop its donor base and 

connections with alumni and employers. Also, settling into the new building and developing the 

programs to capitalize on its state-of-the-art technology will be a welcome challenge, but a challenge 
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nonetheless.  Narrowing the scope of COBE programs, developing select programs of distinction and 

targeting graduate programs are topics for the next planning cycle (2013-18).  

The new building will centralize the COBE and provide its departments - Accounting, Finance and 

Business Law; Economics; Management; and Marketing - a contemporary facility to encourage student-

faculty collaborations. The trading room, student study areas and diverse classroom designs will provide 

learning spaces similar to the professional environments in which future alumni will work in their 

careers. The lecture-capture equipment and spacious offices will also form a forum by which the COBE 

can increase the quality of work life and the campus-community engagement.  

COBE faculty members enjoy a well-earned reputation among alumni for caring about each individual 

student and for creating an active learning environment.  They foster growth in student knowledge and 

have engendered a collaborative culture that extends beyond the classroom. A COBE faculty member 

started a Certiport Certification Center for Microsoft Office Products this term that enables students to 

complete the certification tests at RU. Over 22 MBA students completed applied projects this past year 

on behalf of RU Corporate Park, Moog, and Volvo Trucks, among others. Led by individual faculty 

members, COBE students virtually connect on team-based projects with colleagues in France, Germany, 

India, and Ireland. A visit by students from Israel this summer will extend COBE's reach again.   

The Advisory Council for the COBE consists of alumni and professionals who interact with students, 

sponsor events and have taken the lead in investing in the COBE's new building and programs. The 

council formally meets twice a year and actively participates in events throughout the year.  Alumni and 

donor relations are critical and those are nurtured and strengthened through events like Alumni 

Teaching Day, “Experience Business…Casually,” and the BB&T Global Capitalism Speaker Series. Donors 

have provided over $1.0 million in pledges and gifts for the new building, with many graduates yet to be 

engaged. Attracting top employers to RU for recruiting remains a priority, yet over 85 percent of the 

COBE graduates in 2011 were employed within six months of graduation. The Advisory Council provides 

a margin of advice and excellence for the future of RU and the COBE. 

Shared governance has been an important point for development for the standing committees. For 

example, the Faculty Policies and Procedures Committee revised the COBE Policies and Procedures 

Manual to eliminate duplication, clarify evaluation of service contributions, define the standing 

committees and revise other key sections. The two-year process included discussions among chairs, 

faculty and the Dean.  The Committee for Assurance of Learning inspired faculty members to develop 

rubrics, wrote and rated mini-cases and improved discipline-specific discussions and measures. Their 

efforts focused work on process improvements and changes in pedagogy (e.g. number of written papers 

required, practice presentations, repetition of concepts such as the time value of money.) 

In summary, RU provides a quality environment for the COBE, its students, and the community. RU and 

the COBE make a difference for students and the larger region. The region is poised for growth and 

benefits from the city of Roanoke, Virginia Teach, several community colleges and RU in close proximity. 

The COBE strives to strengthen the involvement of the Advisory Council, increase active learning 

opportunities for students, enhance shared governance and complete its new signature facility.  
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2. Progress Since the Last AACSB Review 

Since the 2007 visit by the AACSB peer review team (PRT), the COBE has hired a new Dean, completed 

and will soon move into its  new signature building and has made progress and improvements in the 

areas noted by the PRT, a recap of which follows.  

2.1 Peer Review Team Observations in 2007 

After its visit, the PRT noted key strengths of the COBE at RU: student centeredness, dedicated faculty,  

engaged members of the Advisory Council, clear expectations for faculty, strong college/community 

connections, administrative support and engaged student organizations. The PRT recommended a sixth-

year-review based on four issues: 1a) a need to map the BBA learning objectives to AACSB Standard 15; 

1b) a need to assess coverage of knowledge and skill areas for the MBA program related to Standard 15; 

2) assessment of MBA learning goals as they relate to Standard 18; 3) lack of clarity in the strategic 

planning process and lack of follow through to indicate progress related to Standards 1-5; and 4) faculty 

classification and inappropriate criteria used for the definitions of AQ/PQ as well as a portfolio of 

contributions not balanced with the mission. 

2.2 The Sixth Year Review Team Comments 

In recommending maintenance of accreditation, the sixth-year review team based its decision on clear 

progress in key areas. The COBE faculty took steps to correct items noted by the PRT in 2007 and then 

worked closely with the Dean in 2008 to engage external constituents in strategic planning, revise 

curriculum based on assessment and benchmarks and to audit the expectations for scholarship. 

Specifically, the COBE mapped the knowledge and skill areas related to Standard 15 for its BBA and MBA 

curricula. Faculty members mapped where key assessment measures were completed and how those 

measures reflected aspects of Standard 15 and the COBE learning goals. Faculty members mapped the 

MBA curriculum to aspects of AACSB Standard 18, reviewed assessment results and incorporated the 

review into curriculum improvements. A “Strategic Focusing” process engaged the Advisory Council, 

faculty, staff, and students to revise the mission and strategic planning process. The revisions to 

strategic plan elements were completed in spring 2009 and included implementation of timelines, 

annual action initiatives and a process for reporting progress annually.  The COBE also addressed 

another area of concern for the PRT − the agreement for transfer of upper level credits in accounting 

and in management with Virginia Western Community College was ended in 2009. 

2.3 The Maintenance of Accreditation Committee (MAC)  

The MAC noted the original PRT concerns and defined expectations in 2009 for continued improvements 

in three areas: strategic planning, faculty qualifications and assurance of learning. The MAC suggested 

that these items be incorporated into the ongoing strategic planning initiatives and subsequent reviews. 

The three areas identified by the MAC are shown in bold type followed by a description of progress in 

each area. 
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a. The College has given appropriate attention to examining its strategic direction and 

revising its Strategic Plan accordingly.  The COBE is asked to report on its strategic 

planning progress in subsequent Annual Maintenance Reviews. (Standards 1-5) 

 

The strategic plan, mission statement, goals, objectives and learning outcomes were revised with 

significant input from upper administration, faculty, staff, students, and members of the Advisory 

Council in 2008-09. The Strategic Management Standing Committee, the Leadership Team, the faculty 

and the Provost reviewed the COBE’s annual activities and proposed initiatives annually. The budgeting 

process has become more transparent and reviewed by key groups. A COBE Annual Report recaps this 

activity to the Advisory Council and other constituents. Each annual COBE Assurance of Learning Report 

also highlights progress for a major goal of the mission. The COBE mission was revised in January 2011 

with the expectation that it include a description of the student populations served. With attention to 

AACSB expectations in mission statements and in the strategic management process, the COBE has 

incorporated the MAC suggestions.  

 

The cycle continues and the process to revise the strategic plan began in 2011-12. Revisions are to be 

completed in fall 2012 covering the next five-year cycle (FY 2013-17). The challenges looking back were 

focusing on a smaller number of goals and objectives, generating annual action initiatives with input 

from constituent groups, combining plans with a more transparent budgeting process, and ensuring that 

the mission drove direction. The challenges looking forward have been noted as selecting an even 

smaller number of areas to use as the distinctive competencies of the COBE programs, clearly 

articulating the vision of these mission elements, and continuing to allocate budgets to achieve these 

goals.  

 
b. The College is encouraged to continue its commitment to establishing and maintaining 

adherence to faculty sufficiency and qualifications expectations, per the standards.  The 

COBE is asked to report on its progress and provide appropriate tables in each annual 

review. (Standard 2, Standard 9 and Standard 10) 

 

The COBE meets or surpasses standards for academically qualified (AQ), professionally qualified (PQ)  

and for participating/supporting faculty.  As shown in the tables in the Appendix and in the Summary 

Tables in the fourth section of this report, for 2012, AQ percentages range from 81 percent in 

management to 100 percent in finance. In 2012, the percentages for AQ/PQ faculty range from 93 

percent in management to 100 percent in all other disciplines. The COBE uses very few adjunct faculty 

members and has carefully added special purpose faculty members who are professionally qualified. At 

this time in its history, the COBE is fortunate to have the set of qualified faculty who publish and 

consistently meet the strengthened expectations for AQ and for annual evaluations of faculty. 

 

The updated definitions for AQ, PQ, and participating/supporting faculty are shown in Section 4.4 of this 

report. The annual review process for faculty members and the definitions for AQ and PQ focus on 

quality standards. To maintain AQ status, faculty must publish at least two peer-reviewed journal 

articles and complete other scholarship or professional activities in each five year period. To maintain 
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PQ status, faculty members have options for remaining current with connections to organizations, 

publications, and/or service on boards. COBE faculty members have shown a commitment to publishing 

that is reflected in the definitions and in the reports completed annually of their work. The faculty 

evaluations for 2011-12 show that over two-thirds of COBE faculty members have published four peer -

reviewed journal articles within the past five years to merit an exemplary rating in the annual review 

process (i.e., four or more articles). 

 

The mix of publications related to the mission indicates that about 78 percent of the COBE publications 

focus on contributions to practice or pedagogical research while 22 percent of publications are 

discipline-based. The publication portfolio reinforces the mission of the COBE with its traditional 

emphasis on community outreach and student-centered endeavors. The portfolio also shows  

publications in the discipline-based category, particularly for faculty in economics. 

c. The COBE is asked to continue with its Assurance of Learning Plan and “closing the loop” 

for each learning objective.  The College’s progress should be reported in each Annual 

Maintenance Review. (Standards 15-20). 

 

COBE publishes a separate Assurance of Learning (AoL) “book,” completed in each year since 2008 that 

includes measures for the BBA learning outcomes, MBA learning outcomes, discipline-specific measures, 

as well as faculty comments from the Close-the-Loop review sessions. Editions will be available in the 

document room for the PRT visit. COBE views the AoL planning process as a five-year cycle of defining 

the plan, acquiring data, reviewing measures and taking actions.  

 

For the past four years, every outcome has been measured using more than one method. A five-year 

summary of measures and changes to the curriculum that focus on the twelve learning outcomes 

assisted faculty in defining and voting on additional changes to the curriculum and pedagogy during the 

Spring 2012 Close-the-Loop workshop.  Several changes have accrued across the curriculum from these 

assessment efforts. 

 

In 2010, Dr. Kathryn Martel visited RU, reviewed the progress and suggested that the COBE focus on a 

smaller number of learning outcomes to streamline the assessment process further. With a relatively 

new strategic refocusing process and the 2007 PRT report clearly in mind, COBE faculty continued to 

measure all 12 selected learning outcomes through 2011-12. It is in planning the process going forward 

that Dr. Martel’s advice has been most beneficial. The COBE refined the process with its “Focus on Four” 

in spring 2012 which it will implement in 2012-13. Four learning outcomes were selected to orient 

efforts for the BBA and for the MBA degree programs moving forward.  

 

Thus, the PRT will find a situation where the concern of COBE faculty for this issue has resulted in clear 

findings for each learning outcome and clear changes in pedagogy and curriculum accruing as a result. 

As part of this process, the Assurance of Learning Committee and faculty are revisiting and revising 

definitions and methods of measurement. With the assessment process and curriculum changes, COBE 

is now applying that learning to the directions under consideration for the next five-year cycle. A benefit 
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of measuring 12 outcomes with multiple methods is that it enables faculty to define how to combine 

and refine measures going forward. For example, Dr. Martel suggested that the COBE disaggregate cross 

cultural understanding from global knowledge and assess these issues separately. As part of the “Focus 

on Four” process, faculty will assess cross-cultural issues for the BBA program and global strategies for 

the MBA program.  

 

2.4 Summary of Progress Since Last PRT Visit  

 

In strategic management, annual reports have provided the mechanism to capture information on 

progress toward the mission and goals. COBE’s work with faculty has documented discretionary 

expenditures for those goals. Faculty members, members of the Advisory Council and upper 

administration have received the COBE Annual Reports as a means of marking progress and preparing 

for next steps in planning. Faculty members have taken the lead in revising the requirements for AQ, in 

publishing at a higher rate and in maintaining this quality over time. Steps in assurance of learning have 

continued progress for traditional outcomes (e.g. written and oral communication) while targeting more 

challenging concepts (e.g. logical decision making and analytical skills).  

 

Three areas − strategic management, participants and assurance of learning – are the topics of 

discussion in the next three sections of this Maintenance of Accreditation Report. In each case, the 

AACSB review process, PRT comments and work by the COBE faculty and staff have provided a strong 

foundation for the continuous improvement efforts. 

3. Strategic Management  

 

The strategic management process provides a framework to guide progress and is based on the mission 

for RU as articulated in the RU 7-17 Strategic Plan. Progress up-dates on the mission, goals, and 

objectives are reflected in the COBE Annual Reports that are distributed to the faculty, members of the 

Advisory Council, senior administration and others. While annual reviews provide a means for minor 

revisions to the objectives or goals, the strategic planning process repeats on a five-year cycle and 

engages constituent groups to discuss future directions, review past accomplishments and changing 

contexts and set new aspirational goals. The mission and plan also influence budgetary expenditures. 

 

Governance of strategic steps occurs within a collaborative framework. The COBE Standing Committees 

−  Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, Graduate Curriculum Committee, Strategic Management 

Committee, Policies and Procedures Committee − provide the formal structure for initiating and 

considering changes in processes or policies. The COBE ad hoc committees – Building Committee, 

Assurance of Learning Committee, Global Infusion Committee, Technology Infusion Committee – 

provide insight, ideas and guidance for specific issues. As stated in the COBE Policies and Procedures 

Manual, “Since standing committees are part of the governance system, any faculty member or 

administrator can request the appropriate committee to consider an issue or opportunity.”  
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The Strategic Management Committee consists of faculty representatives from each department. The 

Leadership team consists of the Dean, department chairs, MBA Director, Associate Dean, Assistant to 

the Dean and the Coordinator of Academic Advising. Major changes to the strategic plan occur in five-

year cycles and annual reviews are the responsibility of the Strategic Management Committee, the 

Leadership Team, and are shared with the COBE Advisory Council. The RU Provost is informed and 

consulted about discussions, alternatives and potential changes in strategic direction. 

 

Annual plans are derived from a combination of sources. Each department submits ideas for needs such 

as technology fund requests and action initiatives. Each standing committee is asked to submit a report 

of actions taken in the prior year as well as goals for the subsequent year. The ad hoc committees also 

submit reports either to a standing committee or to the faculty during a meeting. The charges for action 

initiatives for the standing committees are presented during the first faculty meeting of the fall 

semester.  

 

3.1 The Mission Statement  

The mission for RU is encompassed in the RU 7-17 Strategic Plan, a ten-year blueprint to position RU as 

one of the nation’s leading public comprehensive universities.   

 

With its emphasis on teaching and the development of responsible citizens, the RU mission statement 

highlights skills such as creative and critical thinking, analysis and leadership. The COBE vision and 

mission statements were revised in 2008-09 and based upon the RU 7-17 precepts. The COBE vision is 

to provide such a transformative educational environment that we are widely recognized as a school of 

 

The RU Mission Statement  

Radford University serves the Commonwealth of Virginia and the nation through a wide range of 

academic, cultural, human service, and research programs. First and foremost, the university 

emphasizes teaching and learning and the process of learning in its commitment to the development 

of mature, responsible, well-educated citizens. RU develops students’ creative and critical thinking 

skills, teaches students to analyze problems and implement solutions, helps students discover their 

leadership styles, and fosters their growth as leaders. Toward these ends, the university is student-

focused and promotes a sense of caring and meaningful interaction among all members of the 

university community. Research is viewed as a vital corollary to the teaching and learning transaction 

as it sustains and enhances the ability to teach effectively. RU believes in the dynamics of change and 

has a strong commitment to continuous review, evaluation, and improvement in the curriculum and all 

aspects of the University, so as to meet the changing needs of society. 
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choice where students experience business: actively, globally, and entrepreneurially. 

 

“Active learning environment” means that we use experiences such as applied projects, interactive 

learning events, professional enrichment programs, and activities as we publish articles that contribute 

to business practices. 

“Responsible business professionals” means that we work to develop experiences to impact skills in 

logic, ethical awareness, knowledge of business disciplines, analytical reasoning, communication, and 

cross-cultural awareness. 

 “Collaborative endeavors” refer to experiences in research, consulting, courses, study abroad, and 

other initiatives that increase the effectiveness of individuals and teams within a diverse society. 

“Compete in a dynamic global economy” suggests that we seek to create experiences that help people 

succeed within a changing global environment. 

The goals and objectives for the academic programs and centers within the College of Business and 
Economics are to: 
 

1. Enhance our active learning environment through: 
a. Developing applied and competitive learning experiences,  
b. Enhancing collaborative endeavors and cross-cultural understandings, and  
c. Focusing on professional development through career service initiatives. 

 
2. Foster the development of responsible business professionals (AoL focus) by: 

a. Benchmarking student knowledge of fundamental business concepts,  
b. Improving student abilities in communication,  
c. Enhancing student strengths in logic and ethical intelligence, and 
d. Improving analytical skills. 

 
3. Invest in our people and infrastructure by: 

a. Developing our expertise in key areas (competencies),  

The mission of the College of Business and Economics is to provide an active learning environment 
focused on developing responsible business professionals who can work collaboratively to compete 
in a dynamic global economy. We emphasize intellectual contributions that advance practice, 
pedagogy, and knowledge of our disciplines. (4/09) 
 

We value: 
Collaboration 

Collegiality 
Cross-cultural understanding and diversity 

Clear communication 
Analytical skills 

Ethics and social responsibility 
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b. Developing our skills and culture over time, and 
c. Enhancing support resources.  

 
4. Contribute to economic development efforts in our region and beyond through: 

a. Connecting faculty with outreach opportunities, 
b. Increasing the visibility of our contributions and marketing our strengths, and 
c. Providing outreach services and seeking partnerships. 

 
On April 13, 2011, the COBE faculty ratified a slight revision to the strategic plan to up-date the context, 

add the vision statement and more clearly define target student populations served. For this report, the 

description of the student populations was included in the opening paragraphs of the situation analysis 

to set the context.  

 
3.2 The Strategic Management Planning Process  

Strategic planning for the COBE included many constituent groups. In 2008, members of the Advisory 

Council reviewed the AACSB-PRT report and participated in focus group sessions with faculty and 

students. The conversation between the Advisory Council, faculty, administration and students was 

continued and finalized by the faculty in April 2009 with the adoption of the revised strategic plan. With 

its tag line of “Experience business…actively, globally, entrepreneurially,” the 2009 plan has guided 

COBE’s efforts for the 2009-12 timeframe. Involvement of the Advisory Council was a key continuous 

improvement step since the last PRT visit in 2007. 

In fall 2011, the Advisory Council met again to begin another strategic focusing cycle with conversations 

between groups of faculty and students. Participants discussed the possibilities for various distinctive 

competencies for the COBE and offered ideas ranging from global knowledge to financial operations or 

active learning, entrepreneurship, cross-cultural and interpersonal skills, as well as analytical skills, tools, 

and techniques. Members of the Strategic Management Committee reviewed the comments and the set 

of expenditures related to strategic plan initiatives.  

The process will conclude in fall 2012, when the faculty adopts the FY 2013-17 strategic plan. The new 

COBE strategic plan will reflect input from many constituents, progress from a systematic review of prior 

progress and focus on achievement of high quality in each degree program. The plan will be published 

and distributed through annual reports, the Web site, posters, presentations and brochures. 

3.3 Progress for Strategic Initiatives  

The COBE invites its constituents to experience business…actively, globally, and entrepreneurially.  The 

completion of a COBE Annual Report that includes the progress on aspects of the mission is another key 

continuous improvement added since the last PRT visit in 2007. A brief summary of the “Report Cards of 

Progress, FY 2008-2012,” provides insight into how the mission and goals drive activities and progress.  
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We will infuse active learning experiences throughout the curriculum. 
 
Active learning has been an enduring point of pride for the COBE and its faculty. A diverse and rich array 

of speakers, events, interactions, new courses, global opportunities and career coaching interactions 

have sprung from the focus in the COBE strategic plan on active learning experiences.  

Guest speakers for classes and special events have included, on average, over 50 professionals each 

year. Examples include:   

 Ms. Melissa Rosato, Director of Business Development for NASCAR  

 Mr. Stephen Boyd, ’92, Global Marketing for NIKE  

 Senator Mark Warner, Commonwealth of Virginia  

 Dr. Ed Murphy, CEO of Carillion Health Care  

 Mr. Keith Shields, Marketing Associates, inaugural talk in the BB&T Global Capitalism series  

 Ms. Barbara Fava, Managing Director, PFM Asset Management, LLC  

 Mr. Stephan Cassaday ’76, President and CEO, Cassaday & Co  

 Mr. John Allison, retired CEO of BB&T and Distinguished Professor of Practice, Wake Forest  

 Mr. Jason Bingham, Vice President for Innovation, Ingersoll Rand  

 Ms. Carol Fisher, International Monetary Fund  

 Mr. Don Strehle, Regional President, BB&T 

 Mr. Thomas Raup, ’80, Director of Procurement and Facilities, American Systems Corp  

 Mr. Sam Reynolds ’97, Senior Vice President, Apple REIT Companies  

 Mr. Blaine Elliott, Regional Manager, C.H. Robinson  

 Ms. Angela Drummond ’90, CEO, SiloSmashers   

 Ms. Amy Childers, Director of Policy and Political Programs, SAIC Government Affairs 

 

Professional events for students, faculty, and external constituents that complement the formal RU 

Career Services provided by RU include:  

Global Capitalism Speaker Series: With a gift of $750,000 from BB&T, faculty members 

invite a student to attend lunch with them and join community leaders, staff, and 

administration for a keynote address. Combined with a lecture in the auditorium, these  

events can reach from 100 to 500 constituents with messages about capitalism. Speakers 

and presentations for this series have included: 

 Mr. Keith  Shields, Marketing Associates and former Vice President with Ford Motor 

Credit:   “Balancing Capitalistic Urges with Effective Consumer Risk Management in 

the Automotive Finance Industry,” (2009). 

 Mr. John Allison, retired CEO of BB&T and Distinguished Professor of Practice at 

Wake Forest University, “Causes and Consequences of the Economic Crisis” (2010). 

 Mr. Jason Bingham, Vice President for Strategy and Innovation, North America, for 

Ingersoll Rand, “ACBs of Business: Reconciling Cultural Tensions during Mergers.” 

(2011, Roanoke). 

Goal #1: Enhance our Active Learning Environment with: 1a. applied and competitive learning 
experiences, and 1b. professional development through career service initiatives. 
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 Dr. Faye Gilbert, Dean, “Objectivism and the Need for Balance,” (scheduled speaker 

cancelled) (2011). 

 Mr. Kevin Daley, CEO, Communispond and former VP of J. Walter Thompson, 

“Persuasion: The Force that Makes Capitalism Hum,” (2012). 

 

Entrepreneurial Initiatives: With funds provided by SunTrust, the COBE has partnered with 

Collegiate Entrepreneurs, alumni and faculty to host Elevator Pitch Competitions, a Global 

Innovation Tournament, and a Global Blender contest. One RU Collegiate Entrepreneur 

student went on to claim the top prize of $5,000 in the VA Tech KnowledgeWorks 

Entrepreneurship contest. Other RU students have presented their ideas to members of the 

Advisory Council  and created pod-casts of ideas to solve problems.  

 

Experience Business….Casually (EBC): Annually in the fall, the COBE invites business leaders 

to interact informally with RU students in this outdoor networking and career development 

event. Now in its third year, EBC in 2012 connected over 50 business and corporate 

recruiters with over 500 students. The business participant coached students on their 

handshakes, interview discussions, use of eye contact, resumes, etiquette and other career 

search skills.  

 

Student Organizations: Highlights from RU student participation at regional and national 

conferences are:  

 the SMIPO organization placed  first at the RISE conference in the Value Fund Category  

 Society for the Advancement of Management earned 2nd place, nationally, for its 

programming  

 the Virginia chapter of Phi Beta Lambda elected RU students as President and Secretary 

 By 2012, students in several organizations – Alpha Kappa Psi, Delta Sigma Pi, Institute of 

Management Accountants, Beta Alpha Psi − attended their national conferences in 

Chicago, New York, Atlanta, or Jacksonville among others 

 As community servants, COBE students also participated in support efforts for non-

profit organizations like Project Linus, Haiti Relief, American Heart Association, Food 

Banks, One Warm Coat, ASK, March of Dimes, Christian Soldiers Food Bank, American 

Cancer Society, Stop Hunger Now, and the United Way, to name a few 

 The COBE Student Advisory Board consists of representatives from each of the student 

organizations who meet together and with the Dean to enhance collaborative and 

interactive events across the college  

 

Directed Studies and Applied Projects for MBAs (and undergraduates): In addition to 

completing internships, MBA students have tailored their programs at RU by completing 

projects for companies with faculty input. In the past two years, over 40 MBA students and 

undergraduates have worked with 25 faculty members to complete projects and internships 

with Moog, Volvo Trucks of North America, Lewis Gale Medical Center, Carillion, RU Corporate 
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Park, the SBDC, PCPC, Brown Edwards, Robertson Marketing Group, and Advance Auto among 

others. For the over 20 students in 2011-12 working on projects, this initiative has enriched their 

connections with external constituents. As a few examples of these projects: 

 In 2011-12, eight MBA students worked in teams to support the RU Foundation’s 

Corporate Park Outreach Project.  While one team of four worked on creative marketing 

efforts, the other four MBA students coordinated a team of undergraduate interns 

doing community outreach.  

 In 2010, eight projects were completed by nine MBA students with eight different 

faculty members for RU, American Megatrends, Native Grace, Walmart, Wade’s Foods, 

Titan America and a class project focused on TMEIC GE. 

 In 2009, an MBA student who wanted a career in the area of sustainability completed a 

lighting audit project (3SH) for RU facilities and then modeled alternative lighting 

options for specific spaces throughout campus. 

 

Faculty Initiatives: Faculty members have infused the curriculum with applied projects, 

simulations, cases, guest speakers, and “real world” problems.  In fall 2011, for example, 

students in the MGNT 250 entrepreneurship course invested more than 400 hours of 

community service work for organizations in this area. Students in the Government Accounting 

Class attended the city council meeting. Students in the finance and economic student 

associations visited the Fed in Richmond and/or in Charlotte during each year. Students in 

SMIPO managed over $800,000 of funds from the RU Foundation and outperformed the 

professionals on a regular basis. RU students in management courses were the first in a higher 

education setting to use a cloud-based social collaboration software package, Central Desktop. 

In spring 2012, students in the MBA program and in marketing have faculty who are partnering 

with IBM to provide pioneering data and marketing analytics courses using the IBM cloud for 

software. 

 

In summary, faculty members provide an active learning environment in many ways. Global infusions 

are an active component and will be discussed in the next section. Speakers, events, student 

organizations, directed studies and other faculty initiatives add value to the experiences of RU students. 

 

Our students will understand the concepts of the business disciplines. 

 
The second goal of the strategic plan was designed to focus the COBE on assurance of learning measures 

and the intentional use of these results to inform curricular changes. The 12 learning outcomes 

associated with this goal have been assessed more than once and with different methods (e.g. mini-

cases, course embedded multiple-choice questions, simulations, projects). The best sources of 

Goal #2: Foster the Development of Responsible Business Professionals by:  2a. benchmarking 
knowledge, 2b. improving abilities in communication, 2c. enhancing logical decision making and 
ethical intelligence, 2d. increasing collaborative endeavors and cross cultural understanding, and 
2e. improving analytical skills. 
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information for the detail of work associated with progress on this goal include the annual COBE 

Assurance of Learning Report, the Assurance of Learning Five-Year Summary of Measures and Changes 

and the section of the Maintenance of Accreditation Report that highlights key accomplishments in 

assurance of learning processes. As an example of one indicator, COBE students have scored well on the 

ETS exam. Thus, the knowledge provided by the COBE program appears to be competitive.  

ETS Results for the BBA Program (percentile scores) 

 

 

ETS Results for MBA students (percentile scores) 

 
 

While ETS scores indicate solid student knowledge of business disciplines, faculty members are planning 

to enhance performance in these areas. The COBE will purchase the breakout of scores from ETS and 

faculty members will reinforce key concepts across the core curriculum. 

As another indicator of how COBE faculty put the goal and measures to work, new initiatives enhance 

global learning for all COBE students. Within the past five years, faculty and students have: 

 Studied Abroad. Faculty supervised study for a semester is followed by study abroad 

trips to Australia and Ireland with 20-25 students each year. Individual students have 

completed study abroad semesters and internships in Africa (Chelsea Webb with a 

bakery in Ghana), France (Blaise Pascal), Ireland, and other areas. It is estimated that 
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about 3 percent of RU students study abroad and this area is an initiative for RU over 

the next few years. 

 

 Completed Connections. Faculty members have connected their classes, virtually, to 

those in other countries allowing a larger number of students to experience cross-

cultural nuances. Students at Blaise Pascal University in France “play” Shark Tank each 

semester with RU students. In 2010 and 2011, students at Kassel University in Germany 

worked in teams with RU students to analyze financial performance of companies. 

Students in India will work with RU students on marketing issues in 2012. Students from 

Israel will visit the RU campus in August 2012 and extend the connections. 

 

From a strategic perspective, progress in fostering the development of responsible business 

professionals has reflected changes in measures, curriculum and areas to develop as points of pride. 

COBE faculty have developed mini-cases to assess learning outcomes, invested time during the “summer 

of rubrics” to strengthen measurement approaches, gathered each semester in Close-the-Loop 

workshops to review results and to discuss next steps, and have systematically changed in the process. 

In summary, assurance of learning is a key component in improving student outcomes over time and in 

communicating with external constituents as to the progress made. Fostering the development of 

responsible business professionals is an important goal for COBE faculty members and staff. 

We will develop strengths in key areas to experience business…actively, globally, and entrepreneurially 
and we will provide support commensurate with the needs of our culture. 
 
Progress for investing in COBE people and infrastructure is found in workshops, consultants, the new 
building, progress in advancement, social events, and summer grants.  
 

Workshops and Consultants. COBE faculty and staff have learned from workshops provided by RU 

(e.g. CITL, SACS) and from the consultants who have worked to review and develop strengths in key 

areas. Examples of visits and interactions are: 

o In 2008, Dean Frank Navratil reviewed efforts to resolve issues for the sixth year review 

and discussed paths of progress with faculty and administrators. Close to 90 percent of 

the faculty participated and interacted with Dean Navratil. 

o Close-the-Loop workshops have occurred in every semester since 2008 with faculty 

gathering to define outcomes, review measures and discuss where concepts are 

introduced/practiced/mastered. Faculty also reviewed curriculum maps and reported 

on changes to curriculum within each discipline.  On average, 36 of 47 faculty members 

attend the Close-the-Loop workshops. 

o In Spring 2010, Dean Kathryn Martel reviewed assurance of learning measures and 

worked to focus efforts on a smaller number of outcomes. She also reinforced the 

Goal #3: Invest in our People and Infrastructure by: 3a. developing our expertise in key areas, 3b. 
developing our skills and culture, and 3c. enhancing support resources.  
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potential efficacy of the mini-case project and the efforts to reduce the number of 

course embedded measures.  About 18 of 47 faculty participated in this work. 

o In Summer 2010, Mr. Mark Yeoell of the Global Integrity Leadership Group worked with 

the Leadership Team on patterns of interactions and methods for getting work done.  

o Professionals from Virginia Tech provided a half-day workshop on online learning 

philosophies and pedagogies in 2011 which was followed by a two-hour workshop on 

Quality Matters in 2012. A one-hour Webinar on “Best Practices in Online Education: 

tips from experts” was attended by about 30 percent of the faculty. 

o In fall 2011, Dean Ron Shiffler reviewed progress toward the Maintenance of 

Accreditation and worked with about 90 percent of the faculty to clarify process and to 

increase confidence in the progress achieved to date. He also encouraged the COBE to 

develop one, or a very few, distinctive competencies moving forward, a key item of 

discussion for 2011-12.  

 

The New COBE Building. With President Penelope Kyle’s success in receiving funding from the 

Commonwealth of Virginia, private fund raising and RU support, the COBE will occupy its new, 

110,000 square foot building by fall 2012. This state-of-the-art facility includes a trading room,  a 

Center for Academic and Career Advising, student study areas, 15 classrooms and space for the 

COBE outreach centers. The COBE will vacate space in four different buildings on campus as it 

occupies this incredible facility.  

 

Artist’s View of The COBE Building from Tyler Avenue 

 
 

Advancement. In 2008, annual giving for discretionary purposes averaged about $12,000 per year. 

The average donor gift was $143. Since then, over $1 million has been raised in actual gifts and in 

pledges for the new building. The average donor gift has increased to about $530 per person. BB&T 

awarded $75,000 per year to the COBE to foster the study of the moral foundations of capitalism 

and best practices in business development.  

 

Workshops, Social Events and Gatherings. Annually, COBE faculty gather for a holiday social, the 

COBE hosts luncheons for staff members to gather to discuss key issues held in common, and the 

MBA Association invites faculty for a social event and to participate in the golf tournament each 
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year. The Global Capitalism Speaker Series, sponsored by BB&T, provides an opportunity for faculty, 

staff, students and community members to gather over lunch to learn. The Honors Banquet brings 

students, parents, faculty and friends together to celebrate accomplishments with awards.  

 

Global Travel and Summer Grants. COBE faculty members have used Business and International 

Education (BIE) grant funds to travel to Ireland, Africa, India, Germany, and France. The outcome for 

most of this investment has been a clear connection to programs with ongoing projects that benefit 

students and faculty. End-of-year funds have been used to supplement RU funding for summer 

research grants, course development grants and software. The majority of discretionary funding is 

applied to the area of investing in our people and infrastructure. 

 

New Initiatives. With end-of-year funding and support from RU administration, COBE faculty 

members have received course development grants for hybrid and online options, a subscription to 

DataStream for financial analysis and research needs and i-Pads. Faculty members have enhanced 

analytical tools and techniques, and explored the possibility of new certificate programs, grant 

opportunities and applied projects. The COBE has qualified as a Certiport Certification Center where 

students and members of the community can take exams to become Microsoft Certified.  

 

External Grants. With the encouragement of the Provost and with support from the Office of 

Sponsored Programs and University Advancement, faculty members have been more engaged than 

ever in seeking external funding. In this effort, they have also been working with faculty from other 

disciplines. This year proposals for funding were submitted to the National Science Foundation, US 

Department of Health and Human Services, and Dominion Energy. The Provost, Dr. Sam Minner, set 

a goal for grant funding. As such, COBE faculty and administrators met the 2011-12 expectation to 

apply for grants. 

 

Investments in our people and infrastructure include continuing education, travel to conferences and 

informal gatherings. During the “online ideas luncheon,” for example, over twenty faculty members 

gathered to share thoughts, joys and worries about managing quality online educational experiences. As 

a result of this gathering, RU provided a consultant to assist faculty in providing quality online programs 

and a summary of the conversation was shared with all COBE faculty.   

 

We will enhance the extent to which various constituents acknowledge RU-COBE contributions. 
 
Major achievements in connecting faculty with outreach opportunities and with seeking partnerships 

may be seen in the increase in applied projects, directed studies and internships for the MBA program as 

well as in the accomplishments of the outreach centers. The RU-Business Assistance Center (BAC) 

Goal #4: Contribute to economic development efforts in our region and beyond by: 4a. connecting 
faculty with outreach opportunities; 4b. increasing the visibility of COBE activities and successes; and 
4c. seeking partnerships. 
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includes the Small Business Development Center (SBDC), the Governmental and Nonprofit Assistance 

Center (GNAC), and the Leadership Development Center (LDC).  

 The GNAC Director, Dr. Bruce Chase, was nominated by Virginia Business magazine as a Super 

CPA for the Commonwealth of Virginia, an honor that has occurred in three of the past five 

years.  The GNAC generated over $99,000 in external fees and received over $11,000 in private 

gifts in 2010-11. The GNAC delivered 33 classes to 520 participants, administered 233 exams for 

the Government and Financial Officers’ Association national certification program. The GNAC 

also launched three online classes for the Treasurer’s Association of Virginia and for the Virginia 

Government and Financial Officers Association. 

 

 In 2010, the SBDC surpassed the $100 million mark of client capital investment for the New 

River Valley. The SBDC provided a Core Four Business Planning course for the second year to 

entrepreneurs at Virginia Tech’s VT KnowledgeWorks, provided export training online for global 

clients, consulted with nearly 200 local clients, and helped start twelve businesses. 

 

 Over time, the LDC has provided classes, workshops, and leadership development modules to 

several clients including managers who work for the city of Roanoke.  During 2011, the LDC 

provided presentations for school systems, Roanoke, and conferences. The LDC also generated 

sufficient funds to hire MBA students over the summer.   

In terms of visibility, the COBE has worked with RU and used end-of-year funds to purchase 

advertisements in student newspapers throughout the Commonwealth, radio advertisements for the 

New River Valley, billboards and banners in the Roanoke airport. RU University Relations has been very 

gracious and helpful in writing COBE-centric public relations stories, placing faculty as current events’ 

experts on regional news broadcasts and in preparing peripheral materials.  

This outreach goal resonates, particularly with senior faculty, as a traditional strength of RU and the 

COBE. Further progress can be expected as the strategic plan and COBE’s reputation grows.  Faculty 

members are connected to organizations in this region and the visibility of the COBE is increasing, 

particularly with the new building scheduled to come online.  While partnerships are part of the fabric of 

the BAC and the COBE, continued development of revenue-generating models and connections could be 

most beneficial for all concerned.  

3.4 Financial Strategies  

Discussions of funding should begin with the caveat that more money is always welcome. But, the COBE 

is funded well, will benefit from its $44 million new building and is supported by RU.  The financial 

strength, number of tenure-track faculty lines and general level of support provide a solid infrastructure 

for the delivery of quality business programs. As shown in the next table, the COBE has fared well but 

did reduce its E&G budget in 2009 and 2010 (e.g. lost a staff position, converted a full-time staff position 

to a 1500-hour position and transferred a staff member from outreach to the academic unit). The loss of 

staff positions through natural attrition and retirements has actually turned into a potentially positive 
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outcome. Rather than have an administrative assistant for each department, the COBE in the new 

building will have two department chairs assisted by a combined staff arrangement. The two-year pilot 

test of this concept included the two largest departments − Management and Accounting, Finance, and 

Business Law − and has worked well. Faculty lines have been maintained, travel funds have been 

retained and faculty initiatives in research and course development grants have been supported. 

 

Basic Funding Sources for the COBE 

 FY 2007* FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012** 

E&G (state funds, 

tuition/fees) 5,684,143 7,019,148 6,704,874 6,679,005 7,077,808 7,000,851 

Grants & contracts 485,633 387,026 468,836 476,215 180,907 750,716 

Private gifts, restricted 82,000 6,648 115,594 102,294 94,343 89,050 

Private gifts, 

unrestricted 185,665 48,000 15,252 18,240 24,549 15,293 

Other sources (other 

income and interest) 399,228 233,599 30,301 29,723 48,884 n/a 

Total Operating Budget 6,836,669 7,694,421 7,334,857 7,305,477 7,854,654 7,855,910 

Note: RU acquired the use of COGNOS in 2009. With different officers, it has been challenging to acquire 
consistent reports for balances and gifts. *The large change in private gifts, for example, is due to 
reporting fund balances as opposed to reporting new gifts received annually. For 2009 forward in this 
chart, amounts represent new gifts. **Funds for 2012 are not complete and reported as of April, 2012. 
 
The strategic planning process has provided benchmarks for financial goals moving forward. Several 

milestones of funding related to strategic directives should be noted and have included:  

 BB&T Global Capitalism gift of $75,000 per year for ten years provided funds for course 

development, faculty development and the Speaker Series (since 2009). 

 Research grants and course development grants – over $100,000 in most of the past four years 

− have been available to faculty members as a result of end-of-year funds, funding designated 

for individual colleges by RU and the central pool of research funds which provides funds for 

interdisciplinary proposals. 

 End-of-Year expenditures have provided mechanisms for enhancing the infrastructure and 

funding initiatives (e.g. the “summer of rubrics” provided grants for a SACS team and an AACSB 

team, hybrid course grants and online course development grants) 

 Sponsors and the impact of external grants such as BIE grants or receptions for alumni have 

provided a margin of excellence in funding for key initiatives. 

 Student organizations and participation in conferences and competitions have been assisted by 

the COBE and by RU funding sources. 
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As the strategic plan was revised in 2008, the COBE set goals for expenditures for the key action 

initiatives associated with the four goals. This was an improvement in process since the last PRT visit. As 

shown in the next table, actual expenditures were then tracked to the goals.  

 

Goals  and Action Initiatives, 2009 - 2012 Goal 
Amounts set 
in 2008/2009 

Amount 
Spent in 
2009/2010 

Amount 
Spent in 
2010/2011 

Amount 
Spent in 
2011/2012* 

Goal 1: Enhance our active learning environment 

1a. Develop applied and competitive 
learning experiences (student travel, 
stipends) 

From $1,200  
to $6,000/yr  

$1,000 $5,275 $4,007 

1b. Enhance collaborative & cross cultural 
endeavors (workshops, travel, virtual links) 

$10,000 – to 
$12,000/year 

$30,299 $31,442 $2,616 

1c. Focus on professional development 
through career service initiatives   

$1,500 - 
$2,000/year 

$3,267 $2,707 $4,187 

Goal 2: Foster the development of responsible business professionals 

2a. Benchmark student knowledge of 
fundamental business concepts (ETS, others, 
CertiPort tests for Microsoft Certification) 

$6,000/year $2,950 $9,431 $13,447 

2b. Improve student abilities in key learning 
outcomes (AoL books; Close-Loop 
workshops) 

Faculty time $625 $7,800 $7,825 

Goal 3: Invest in our people and infrastructure 

3a. Develop our expertise, skills, and culture 
(retreats, grants,  workshops, consultants…) 

$6,000-
$10,000/year 

$18,364 $39,844 $52,539 

3b. Enhance support resources (research 
grants, faculty travel, commencement) 

$45,000-
$90,000/year 

$184,409 $225,121 $182,111 

Goal 4: Contribute to economic development efforts in our region and beyond 

4a. Connect faculty with outreach 
opportunities (applied projects, Acewear) 

$9,900/year $5,387 $13,487 $12,787 

4b. Increase the visibility of our 
contributions and market our strengths 

$5,000-
$6,000/year 

$53,971 $56,650 $19,167 

4c. Provide outreach services and seek 
partnerships (SBDC, GNAC, LDC, Outreach) 

$78,000/year $182,785 $234,835 $150,901 

Implied Goal 5: Assist RU Advancement in the COBE campaign (building) 

Invitations, postage, cards, banner stands, 
lapel pins, receptions, visits, travel 

No goal for 
this in 2008 

$25,919 $17,792 $8,848 

COBE Capital Building Fund, cash balance 
(pledges not included) 

$7,166 $214,773 363,141 $430,622 

Sources of funds include RU general funds (E&G) designated for the COBE, end-of-year funds, and funds 
held centrally that were then used to benefit the COBE; foundation accounts; event sponsors. 
*Expenditures for 2011/2012 are not fully reconciled at the time this report is submitted. 
 
This information was then provided to the Strategic Management Committee, Leadership Team, and in 

different forms to the members of the Advisory Council for the COBE.  It has provided a basis for future 

planning as well.  
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A few areas merit notes of explanation. The fifth goal was not an explicit part of the strategic plan but 

added by necessity to foster the development of events, travel and support materials for fund raising 

efforts. Advancement efforts have been centralized at RU and the COBE supports their efforts. BIE grant 

funds were used to enhance global travel (1b) well beyond the initial goal, while sponsors enhanced the 

provision of professional activities (1c). RU paid the bill for standardized testing services (e.g. ETS) (2a) 

and a graduate assistant assisted with assessment efforts (2b). End-of-year and RU funds have enhanced 

progress for the infrastructure (3) and RU end-of-year funds impacted the outreach and promotions 

(4b). RU also provided some seed funding in 2009 to develop promotional materials to assist with 

advancement efforts for the new building (5).  

 

The steady progress for the COBE in describing expenditures, relating them to goals and objectives and 

discussing the efficacy of expenditures reflects the goal of allowing the mission to drive planning and 

budgets. Examples of the approach for the 2013-18 planning cycle: 

 The Global Infusion Committee, an ad hoc task force, has defined key initiatives like focusing on 

knowledge in classes, establishing additional virtual connections and the creation of “Global 

Scholars” and offered estimates of funds needed for the next five-year cycle. 

 The Technology Infusion Committee, another ad hoc task force, is in process of defining at least 

three key initiatives like defining analytical tools and techniques for BBA and MBA programs, 

creating certificate programs of interest and establishing a Certification Center at RU for 

Microsoft Office. The group is acquiring estimates of funds needed to implement these ideas.  

 The Advisory Council asked the COBE to consider a goal of increasing the ranking of the 

business school. MBA students are acquiring a list of criteria needed to enhance our ranking so 

that the Council can review the expected cost(s) associated with the achievement of this target. 

A view of progress begins with the steps taken after the 2007 PRT visit, when the COBE faculty and 

constituent groups revised the mission and defined three focus areas. This incremental step is 

emphasized in the COBE tag line: 1) active learning − projects, internships and studies; 2) global 

knowledge; and, 3) entrepreneurial thinking and approaches. Throughout this report, progress in 

achieving these aspects of the COBE mission, adopted in April 2009, are described to support the 

maintenance application.  

The review of data and milestones has led to the definition of next steps that may be possible for RU 

and for the COBE as the new building comes online, as its environmental context shifts and as the 

faculty refine their areas of interest and expertise through active scholarship and community outreach. 

The repetition of the process and ties to budgets are also key continuous improvement achievements 

since the 2007 PRT review. 

3.5 Intellectual Contributions  

Scholarship in the COBE shows an active faculty who are publishing in peer reviewed journals and 

conference proceedings. The Appendix to this report includes tables of journal titles, Table 2-1, Table 
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10-1. Scholarship of the COBE faculty is a shared value and a substantial cross-section of faculty in each 

discipline is involved. 

In 2010-11 alone, 33 percent of the faculty members received perfect scores of five for intellectual 

contributions and 67.5 percent earned an “outstanding” rating during the annual faculty review process, 

meaning that 67.5 percent of the faculty had published four or more refereed journal articles within the 

last five years. As shown in the table, the average number of PRJ publications was 4.4 during the period. 

COBE Faculty Intellectual Contributions: FY 2007/2008 – 2011/2012 

  
Number of 
Full-time 
faculty 
(2012) 

Peer-
reviewed 
journals 

(PRJ) 

Other 
intellectual 

contributions 
(OIC) 

Average 
PRJ 

Average 
OIC 

Accounting/Legal 8 40 42 5.0 5.3 

Economics 10 43 113 4.3 11.3 

Finance 5 36 44 7.2 8.8 

Management  14 44 75 3.1 5.4 

Marketing 10 46 41 4.6 4.1 

COBE 47 209 315 4.4 6.7 

 
 
Over time, about 78 percent of the COBE publications focus on contributions to practice or pedagogical 

research while 22 percent is considered to be discipline-based. This portfolio reinforces the mission of 

the COBE with its traditional focus on community outreach and student-centered endeavors. Increased 

scholarship across the COBE is yet another continuous improvement since the last PRT visit. 

 

Types of Scholarship Produced, 2007 – 2011 

Discipline 
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Accounting/Legal 33 2 5 40 
Economics 25 15 3 43 
Finance 34 2  36 
Management 22 14 8 44 
Marketing 19 12 15 46 

COBE Total 133 45 31 209 
COBE Percentages 63% 22% 15% 100% 
 
Definitions for the three classifications are in the COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures Manual. 
The counts are for the calendar years 2007-2011. Co -authored articles are included. 
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4. Participants 

The purpose of this section is to provide information as to student characteristics, admissions and 

retention, MBA Admissions, faculty management policies, and faculty sufficiency.  

4.1. Student Characteristics 

About 33 percent of the students in the COBE are female and 94 percent are from in-state. Among those 

identifying race/ethnicity, 80 percent are White, 7 percent  African American, 4 percent Hispanic and 3 

percent Asian. Those who are in the first generation of their family to attend college make up 22 percent 

of COBE students. The MBA program is about 39 percent female and 89 percent in-state, based on the 

five-year average. Overall, qualifications of incoming freshmen in terms of high school grade point 

average and SAT scores have been gradually improving at RU over the past few years and thus, also 

improving for the COBE students. 

Summary Characteristics for the COBE  

  ACTG ECON FINC MGNT MKTG COBE MBA 

Retention rates - Fall 10 to Fall 11 83.7% 69.0% 83.3% 77.7% 86.6% 80.0%  

FTE Majors - Five Year Average 150 56 143 350 304 1003 58 

% FTE majors: female - Five Year Average 42.4% 19.9% 28.2% 27.4% 46.2% 32.8% 36% 

% FTE majors: in-state - Five Year Average 94.6% 94.5% 93.2% 95.1% 92.2% 93.9% 89% 

Average Credit Hours - Five Year Average 4,083 7,527 4,763 9,478 5,476 6,265 1210 

Average Class Size - Three Year Average 30 39 32 31 28 32 20 

Average FTE Produced - Three Year Average 6.3 11.3 7.6 15.9 10.2 55 3.8 

Full-time Faculty (F 10) 6 10 7 15 9 47  

 

Characteristics of the COBE show that average class sizes are relatively small and filled with 

predominantly in-state students. While there are about 90 students in the MBA program, the full time 

equivalent of credit hours averages about 60. COBE faculty members contribute, in each discipline, more 

credit hours than needed to justify the size of the full-time faculty in the unit. Thus, the summary 

characteristics reinforce the image of RU as a primarily residential campus in the Blue Ridge Mountains 

with a qualified faculty. Students find small class sizes, focused attention from faculty, and 

reinforcement to complete the degree. 

4.2. BBA program: Admissions and Retention 

Students indicating a desire to major in a business discipline are classified as pre-business. All students 

who intend to earn a BBA degree are required to complete a pre-business program of six courses with a 

GPA of 2.0. These courses include: Introduction to Statistics; Calculus, Principles of Macroeconomics and 

Microeconomics, Fundamentals of Financial Accounting and Fundamentals of Managerial Accounting. 

Once these are completed with the required GPA, the student can begin taking upper level business 

courses and so is considered to be a business major.  
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The university requires that students maintain a 2.0 overall GPA to continue enrolling. Those that fall 

below this are put on academic probation for one semester and suspended if this is not corrected. The 

COBE faculty passed its own probation policy in fall 2011, effective in 2012, to require students to 

maintain a 2.0 in their major. If the major GPA falls below this level, the student has one semester plus 

the summer term to correct the deficit, otherwise, he/she will not be allowed to major in a business 

discipline.  

An analysis of the completion rates for COBE courses for the previous year was conducted during the fall 

2011 semester. The COBE Leadership Team and Undergraduate Curriculum Committee both looked at 

the results and made recommendations to assist with retention efforts. Advisors chose to encourage 

students to balance the quantitative courses with others, to visit the Learning and Resource Center 

(LARC) and to use peer tutors. Department Chairs chose to identify graduate assistants to provide 

review sessions for students in such high risk courses as accounting, economics, or statistics.  Faculty 

members have been using packages such as MyFinanceLab and others to also encourage students to 

stay current and to complete work in a steady progression.  

The COBE has its own student advising center which provides academic advising services for all pre-

business students, assists with checks of graduate applications and assists faculty with academic 

advising of majors. Once a student has successfully completed the pre-business program, academic 

advising is assigned to a faculty member in the student’s major. An online, “advising notes” program 

assists faculty and advisors in tracking student progress and in coordinating the feedback provided to 

each student. 

In summary, there is a bar for admission to the COBE that includes a 2.0 GPA within six defined courses 

and the Advising Center provides the guidance in academic progress at this stage. Faculty members 

advise students during their junior and senior years with the Advising Center assisting with graduation 

applications. Faculty members are working to infuse tutors and software packages to assist students 

with the more difficult classes which may also assist with retention. 

4.3 MBA Admissions 

The RU College of Graduate and Professional Studies is responsible for receiving applications, ensuring 

that all required materials are submitted and granting admission to the RU-MBA program. The MBA 

Office assists in this process, recruits new students and works with the COBE Graduate Curriculum 

Committee to establish standards.  

In 2010-11, the COBE Graduate Curriculum Committee (GCC), reviewed and revised the admission 

procedures. The procedure that was adopted specified that students who present evidence of 

completing the foundation knowledge requirements in economics, statistics, accounting, and finance; 

provide positive letters of recommendation and have a GMAT score above 500 or an undergraduate 

GPA above 3.5 will be automatically admitted.  In fall 2011, the GCC and COBE faculty elected to accept 

GRE equivalent scores in addition to the GMAT. Members of the GCC decided to review all applicants 

with lower metrics.  In 2010, faculty voted to allow students to request that the GMAT be waived if 

his/her work experience is over five years and has included progressively responsible positions.  
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A flow chart for admissions decisions guides the Director of the MBA Program and ensures that faculty 

members are involved with requests to the Graduate College for any exceptions to the policy. MBA 

students are expelled from the program by the RU Graduate College if the GPA remains below 3.0 for 

more than one semester or if they make a third “C” in the program. 

 

In general, students in the full-time MBA program present with an average GMAT of 474, a 3.19 GPA and 

less than 10 years of work experience; 30 percent have less than three years of experience. Students in 

the professional/part-time MBA program have an average GMAT of 485, a 3.20 GPA and over six years 

of work experience. Among professional/part-time MBA students, 45 percent have over 10 years of 

experience. Over sixty percent of students have undergraduate degrees in business and degrees from 

institutions other than RU. From 15 percent to 18 percent of students in the MBA program are 

international students (e.g. Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Mexico, Turkey, Kenya, Peru, Croatia, India, China, 

Tunisia, El Salvador, Serbia, England and Pakistan). 

4.4 Faculty Management Policies  

Policies are outlined in The COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures Manual which is reviewed and revised 

cyclically. The most recent revision began in 2010 and concluded in April 2012 at the COBE faculty 

meeting.  The COBE Manual supplements the RU Handbook and serves to clarify expectations for 

promotions in rank and for tenure, to define the standing committees of the college, to specify the 

annual review process and to define other issues (e.g. AQ and PQ). For example, the portions of the 

COBE Handbook relevant to participating/supporting and AQ/PQ definitions, shown in the next few 

tables, define the terms and speak to the processes used to review status in these areas.  

Faculty mentoring is an informal process where more senior faculty members provide opportunities for 

tenure track and special purpose faculty members to ask questions. Mentors are typically from other 

disciplines and offer guidance for compiling the pre-tenure review portfolio, the promotion and tenure 

packet, as well as insight to documenting the quality of publications and teaching progress. The annual 

review process provides a fairly-structured approach to evaluating each year’s activities in a manner that 

is consistent with expectations for promotion and tenure and the COBE Manual also outlines the typical 

contents of packets for pre-tenure review, promotion and tenure applications.  

•Foundation knowledge; 

•GMAT 500+ (or GRE equivalent), or 

•GPA 3.5+; and 

•Letters of recommendation positive 

MBA Automatic 
Admission 

•Questions of foundation knowledge; 

•GMAT (or GRE) < 500, and 

•GPA < 3.5; 

•GMAT waivers for years of experience 

Graduate Curriculum 
Committee Reviews 
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Each department has a Department Personnel Committee (DPC) who works with the Department Chair 

to recommend new hires, write outcomes of the pre-tenure review process, and to provide 

recommendations for the promotion and tenure process. The DPC also completes the review of the 

chair and coordinates the ratings and comments of faculty in the unit.  

4.5 Faculty Sufficiency and Qualifications  

In fall 2011, the COBE had 46 faculty members, including: 

 13 Professors 

 14 Associate Professors 

 13 Assistant Professors 

 4 Department Chairs 

 2 Special Purpose faculty 

Full-time faculty positions are supported with: three to seven adjunct faculty members; an Associate 

Dean, a Dean, an Assistant to the Dean, an MBA Director, two full-time academic advisors, 15 - 17 

graduate assistants and six staff members.  

The official teaching load at RU is four courses per semester, but tenure-track faculty in the COBE who 

are AQ and current in publications are on a 3/3 load. Special purpose faculty members are expected to 

teach four courses per semester and to maintain their PQ status. Faculty are actively engaged in 

research and expected to publish four journal articles within five years to obtain the highest rating on 

the annual evaluation and thus, the highest consideration for raises.  

For 2011-12, almost all of the faculty members in the COBE are participating as they contribute to 

curriculum discussions, attend department and college meetings, advise students and serve on standing 

committees. COBE faculty take pride in their interactions with each other and with students as the 

culture is open and welcoming. Special purpose faculty members also serve on standing committees, 

advise students and participate in the life of the COBE and are thus participating members of the faculty. 

The largest number of supporting faculty occurs with the use of adjuncts. 

 

Participating Faculty, by Discipline 

Discipline 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 Fall 2011 Spring 
2012 

Accounting/Legal 96% 96% 100.0% 100.0% 95% 100.0% 
Economics 84% 98% 98% 95% 89% 79% 
Finance 91% 98% 97% 97% 100.0% 100.0% 
Management 96% 93% 89% 100.0% 93% 89% 
Marketing 92% 98% 100.0% 90% 92% 100.0% 
COBE 92% 96% 96% 97% 93% 92% 

Participating standard: Greater than 60 percent within each discipline and 75 percent for the college as a 

whole will be participating. 
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From the COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures Manual 

Active faculty members create the academic environment of the College.  All tenure-track and 

tenured faculty, as part of their employment responsibilities, are expected to be active participants 

in many aspects of the College, not just teaching.  “Participating” faculty are those who consistently 

share their intellectual insights through publication and presentations; advise students on academic 

progress and career opportunities; share their expertise with student professional organizations; 

actively engage in the shared governance of the department, college, and university through 

effective committee work; and share their knowledge with external constituencies when 

appropriate.  “Supporting” faculty who are expected to support the primary mission of this college 

only through teaching and are generally not expected to have an active publication record or to 

engage in the governance activities of the college to the extent of “participating” faculty; however, 

their insights from the perspective of their supporting roles will be respected and welcomed. 

 

From the COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures Manual  

 

Academically Qualified – Initial Assessment  

Determination of Academically Qualified (AQ) status for new faculty will be made based upon a 

review of the curriculum vita; initially checked by the academic department chair, reviewed by the 

associate dean, and confirmed by the college dean.  New faculty will be considered AQ if:  

 They possess a research based doctorate in their teaching area, or a closely related discipline;  

 AND They have published at least two peer reviewed journal articles and one additional 

professional contribution consisting one of the items defined in part A of Table 2 within the 

preceding five years.   

 OR, The faculty member is within five years of the awarding of the doctoral degree. 

 OR, The faculty member is in the dissertation stage and within three years of the initial 

starting date of the dissertation. 

 OR, The faculty member is a Dean or Associate Dean who may be classified no lower than 

“Meets Expectations Minimally” by the criteria described in Table 1. 

 OR, The faculty member is a Dean or Associate Dean within three years of departing his/her 

administrative duties. 

Academically Qualified – Continuing Classification Requirements 

For continuing members of the faculty to be classified as AQ Faculty, the faculty member must have 

an adjectival rating of at least “Meets Expectations” in the Professional Contributions category (See 

Table 1).  To achieve this rating a faculty member must have published at least two peer reviewed 

journal articles within the last five years and accumulated two points from Part A of Table 2 (p.  15). 
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For 2011-12, the percentages of AQ and of AQ/PQ faculty are very high. COBE faculty members are   

committed to retaining AQ status. Even in disciplines that typically provide challenges for many, such as 

accounting, COBE faculty members are current in research and academically qualified.  Discussions over 

qualifications for PQ faculty members are more interesting in this rural location but the COBE Manual 

clearly describes expectations and the department chairs and department personnel committees are 

diligent in reviewing qualifications for special purpose and for adjunct faculty members who present 

with PQ qualifications. 

 

Academically Qualified (AQ) by Program, Over Time 

 
2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 Fall 2011 

Spring 
2012 

Accounting/Legal 59% 73% 73% 73% 85% 88% 
Economics 75% 73% 69% 69% 86% 84% 
Finance 94% 94% 98% 98% 100% 100% 
Management 75% 74% 84% 84% 84% 81% 
Marketing 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 96% 
COBE 78% 81% 84% 84% 90% 88% 

AQ Standard: At least 50 percent of faculty members are academically qualified. Figures for prior years 
were revised based on the current definition of AQ for the COBE and may differ from Annual Reports. 
 
 
Academically and Professionally Qualified (AQ+PQ) by Discipline, Over Time 

 
2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 Fall 2011 

Spring 
2012 

Accounting/Legal 74% 88% 88% 88% 100% 100% 
Economics 83% 85% 80% 80% 100% 100% 
Finance 94% 94% 98% 98% 100% 100% 
Management 86% 96% 100% 100% 93% 93% 
Marketing 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
COBE 87% 93% 93% 93% 98% 98% 

AACSB AQ/PQ Standard: At least 90 percent of faculty resources for the academic year are AQ or PQ. 
Current definitions of AQ/PQ are included in the COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures Manual and 
were used to revise figures since 2008. As such, these figures may differ from those published in the 
Annual Reports. 

 

The high proportion of faculty members who are AQ does represent a change since the last PRT visit. 

Some of the challenges in maintaining the AQ/PQ percentage over each of the five years involved 

administrators returning to faculty status and some special purpose positions. With time to connect with 

scholarship after serving in administrative roles, these professionals have fulfilled expectations, and 

then some.  

Faculty development activities and support have varied from year to year. With the exception of one 

year when travel funds were severely limited, each faculty member has received, on average, $900 per 
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year for travel. Workshops, consultants, and the RU infrastructure all provide means for faculty 

members to learn new approaches. The Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning (CITL) offers “Our 

Turn” workshops in between semesters with opportunities to learn from others. The CITL also offers 

technology and other training throughout regular semesters. During Spring of 2012, the COBE sponsored 

a “Best Practices in Online Education” webinar where three faculty members from other institutions 

shared their approaches to developing effective online courses.  In August of 2012, Apple will provide a 

half-day workshop to correspond to the twenty i-Pads distributed to faculty for classroom enrichment. 

Faculty members are also invited to interact with members of the Advisory Council for events, focus 

group sessions, and luncheons.  

  

 
To support faculty over the progression of their careers, COBE uses formal and informal procedures. 

First-year faculty members, for example, are provided with a 2/2 teaching load and extra consideration 

for the competitive summer research grant funds. First-year COBE faculty are assured a “meets 

expectations” evaluation for service even though their participation may be minimal so that they can 

focus on teaching and scholarship. Once tenured, faculty members take a larger role on the department 

curriculum committees and the department personnel committees as well as on the COBE standing 

committees. Professional Development Leaves (e.g. sabbaticals) are available and supported by RU. 

Funds are provided to hire adjuncts during the faculty member’s semester or year away. During 2011-

12, two COBE faculty members were granted leave. 

Professionally Qualified - Initial Assessment  

 

Initial Professional Qualification status (PQ) is determined by the Department Chair in consultation 

with the Personnel Committee of the department in which the faculty member teaches and the 

Office of the Dean.  When adjudicating an individual’s credentials, the Personnel Committee must 

make specific reference to the criteria established in the AACSB Accreditation Standards; that is, 

“…the professional experience should be relevant to the faculty member's teaching assignment, 

significant in duration and level of responsibility, and current at the time of hiring (Emphasis 

added).” 

Professionally Qualified – Continuing Classification Requirements  

The Personnel Committee of each department will determine the specific activities in which PQ 

faculty must participate in order to continue their PQ status within their departmental discipline.  It 

is the responsibility of the Department Chair, in consultation with the Dean, to determine the 

degree to which a faculty member has met expectations for continuing PQ designation.  Such 

expectations should include at least two significant activities (within the last five years) from the 

PQ Activity List created by the Department Personnel Committee.  Consideration should be given 

not only to the quantity of activities, but to their significance in time and responsibility.  Examples 

of appropriate professionally related activities are provided in Appendix B.  This list is meant to 

illustrative and not exhaustive. 
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While funding consideration for summer research grants is provided to non-tenured faculty, others − 

associate professors, professors, special purpose faculty − are eligible to apply. Awards are competitively 

driven.  

5. Assurance of Learning  

 

Assurance of Learning is a critical component of improving approaches to curriculum, pedagogy, and 

programs. Since 2008, faculty members have gathered each semester in “Close-the-Loop” workshops to 

review measures, discuss plans and share experiences. Structurally, the Assurance of Learning (AoL) 

committee is charged with planning measures, scheduling the collection of data, assisting with the 

completion of the “book” of results and for soliciting input from the faculty. Close-the-Loop meetings 

ensure that the majority of faculty participates in substantive ways with the AoL committee and with 

each other in designing and debating key components of the AoL plan. On average, 30-36 of 47 faculty 

members typically attend these workshops each semester. The AoL process is considered to be on a 

five-year cycle in conjunction with reviews/revisions to the strategic plan. 

5.1 The AoL Process   

The AoL process in the COBE consists of the basic steps expected of a consistent approach to 

measurement: a plan is completed based on the missions statement, goals, and focus learning 

outcomes; a set of measures is collected to provide insight for those learning outcomes; faculty 

members review and discuss the information gathered; and faculty members derive a set of steps to 

further improve learning, teaching, and/or the approach to measurement.  

Faculty members have experienced a transition in the approach to AoL. In 2008-09, the process to 

refocus strategy and the AoL plan resulted in the definition of objectives and a reduced set of learning 

outcomes—from eighteen to twelve. The AoL committee and faculty developed new definitions for 

constructs such as logical decision making and also wanted to retain older measures for constructs such 

as knowledge and ethics. This transition resulted in an abundance of measures and rather large books of 

data from assessment efforts. The review of this data informed the faculty of measures they respected 

and that served as an impetus for change. 

The challenge over the past five years has been to move from a wealth of data to a more focused 

agenda of key outcomes and information that would impact faculty understanding of learning, 

pedagogy, and the curriculum. In May of 2010, Dr. Kathryn Martel visited the COBE and RU held a 

workshop for the regional accreditation (SACS) assessment process. A dozen COBE faculty members 

received summer grants to attend these workshops, to develop rubrics for learning outcomes, to revise 

definitions of learning outcomes, and to refine mini-cases for the pilot tests. 
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The summer of rubrics, as the faculty described the immersion, changed the approach to assessment 

from a lot of activity within pockets and disciplines to a better understood model for AoL for the twelve 

focus outcomes of the core program in the COBE.  In fall 2010, COBE classes began with a “blueprint” of 

plans for where measures would be taken for specific outcomes.  

 

AoL Objectives (2009-12) for the Goal: Foster the Development of Responsible Business Professionals 

 

The selection of outcomes in 2009, pilot tests of mini-cases in 2010, revisions and administration of 

cases in 2011 and implementation of a complete set of mini-case measures to compare results for 

sophomores, juniors, seniors and MBA students in 2012 have been productive investments of time. 

Faculty members and members of the Advisory Council for the COBE have written or revised mini-cases, 

participated in their administration in courses, graded mini-cases and/or offered feedback on the 

outcomes. From informal conversation to formal measures and change, the “mini-case project” has 

yielded results. The majority of faculty members have participated in this process leading to further 

discussions of how to improve the approach and how to connect the learning outcomes to the mission.  

 

For example, faculty members targeted analytical skills as an area in need of improvement for student 

learning and debated components of that construct. The discussions about the wisdom, or lack thereof, 

•Review •Act 

•Measure •Plan 

Mission, Goals, 
Learning 

Outcomes 

AoL Committee 
Plans Year 

Data Collected 

Aol Book 
Drafted 

Faculty 
Comments 

Aol Proposes 

UCC & GCC 
draft changes 

for faculty vote 

•Knowledge (business disciplines) 

•Communication (written, oral) 

Objectives 

 1 & 2 

•Logical Decision Making (ID problem, analyze, recommend solution 
based on analysis) 

•Cross Cultural & Global (perspectives) 

Objectives  

3 & 4 

•Ethics & Corporate Social Responsibility 

•Analytical Skills (ID problem; Use: time value of money, financial 
statements, & statistics) 

Objectives  

5 & 6 
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in including a learning outcome for “using time value of money to make a decision” were spirited. The 

first mini-case pilot test was not well written and required a five-page solution. The second attempt was 

a bit better but still too difficult without a calculator so that none of the undergraduates and only a few 

graduates were able to derive a solution/guess. Despite the challenges in measurement, faculty 

members introduced the concept in more courses, revised the mini-case problem and changed the 

pedagogy for this learning outcome. By 2011, more undergraduate students and graduate students 

completed the exercise correctly and faculty in fields beyond economics contributed to learning. 

 

A marketing faculty member discussed lifetime value of customers and an accounting professor 

introduced the concept in a sophomore-level course. The process of introducing material early, 

reinforcing it at later points in the core and measuring it toward the end of the process to assess 

accuracy was developed for “time value of money” as a result of faculty questions about analytical skills 

and the development of mini-cases and rubrics to assess those skills. Changes in the content of courses 

occurred naturally as a result. A similar story could be told for other outcomes. 

 

The COBE has held a Close-the-Loop workshop in every semester since fall 2008. Faculty members have 

refined the outcomes, reviewed actual measures and completed matrices showing where key topics 

(e.g. Standard 15) were introduced, practiced, mastered and measured in the curriculum. These 

workshops have fostered the culture and assisted in having faculty members drive the improvements in 

measures, the use of multiple raters for outcomes and the ideas for the next set of outcomes. From 

chats in the hall to more formal workshops and meetings, the process has now returned to new chats in 

the hall as the strategic focusing process begins to plan for the next cycle. Members of the Assurance of 

Learning, Undergraduate Curriculum, and Graduate Curriculum Committees use the Close-the-Loop 

workshops to foster communication and continuous improvements. It has provided the time to expand 

conversations within departments and disciplines to include faculty across the COBE. 

 

Assessment should conclude with reflections on how to improve learning and provide the impetus to 

larger changes to the curriculum. In 2008-09, faculty members reviewed indirect measures and 

benchmarked characteristics of other programs to change the MBA program. Since that time, new 

courses have been developed to emphasize Global Culture and Capitalism, International Finance, and 

applied projects with organizations in this area. Faculty members have also made changes to the BBA 

and MBA programs based on assessment data and discussions (e.g. required more than one written 

assignment in a term; required practice oral presentations before the main requirement; used Criterion 

to improve grammar; and covered the Time Value of Money concept in more courses) and have 

continued to collaborate on how to improve learning (e.g. analytics). 

 

In summary, the process for AoL is one where the strategic plan informs the selected measures with 

data reviewed by faculty who propose actions as a result. The college mission and goals are revised and 

updated by the faculty with input from the Strategic Management Committee, students, and members 

of the COBE Advisory Council. From these goals, the faculty members identify desired learning outcomes 

for the BBA and MBA programs. An AoL Committee works with the Associate Dean to develop and 

implement an assessment plan. In this effort, the committee is supported by a graduate assistant (GA). 
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The GA helps schedule the mini-cases, works with faculty members to administer them, helps to 

distribute them to faculty members for rating and then completes the first draft of tables of the results.   

The results are compiled into a draft of the annual Assurance of Learning report.  This draft is initially 

reviewed by the AoL Committee which provides its own feedback on the results. These comments are 

incorporated into the draft report which is then presented to the faculty. The faculty members, at a 

Close-the-Loop meeting, provide additional feedback on the results and suggest changes in pedagogy 

and curriculum. This then closes the book but not the process. The suggested curricula changes are 

reported by the AoL Committee to the two curriculum committees, one for the undergraduate program 

and another for the graduate program. These committees then send proposals to the COBE faculty for 

action at a regularly scheduled faculty meeting.  

At the Spring 2012 faculty meeting, faculty approved the recommendations that came from this process 

to “Focus on Four” learning outcomes as described in greater detail later in this report. Examples of the 

pedagogical proposals from that meeting included: the development of online tutorials on the time 

value of money that can be accessed and used by all faculty, identifying one course in each 

undergraduate discipline in which to include discussions on corporate social responsibility, providing 

students with video examples of effective oral communication (e.g. a presentation) that can be 

incorporated into any course from the D2L website, and designating one MBA class each semester in 

which students will provide written summaries of current global events.  

5.2 Assurance of Learning Measures  

AoL measures for the 2009-12 cycle include a diverse set of assessment tools and procedures. In 

addition to the commonly used course embedded multiple choice questions, AoL data also includes 

business simulation exercises, ratings for written and oral communications from the application of 

rubrics, ETS scores for knowledge, mini-cases, mini-quizzes, simulations and exercises.  

The mini-cases present a brief scenario to a student who is asked to respond to a few questions 

designed to determine the student’s ability with respect to the particular outcome being assessed. The 

mini-cases and exercises are administered throughout the curriculum, not necessarily in the course in 

which the learning outcome is treated. In so doing, COBE supports the idea that the AoL process 

assesses the program, not the performance in any particular class. Packets of responses to mini-cases 

are then distributed among the entire faculty for rating using a supplied rubric and suggested answers as 

appropriate. Exercises (e.g. problems for using a financial statement or calculating time value of money) 

are more objective in nature and are rated by an AoL Committee member or the graduate assistant.  In 

fall 2011 faculty members acquired 40 measures across the 12 courses in the BBA core and 15 measures 

in seven different courses across the MBA program.  

Faculty members also define learning outcomes and acquire data within each discipline. The three or 

four discipline-based measures reflect the aspects within the major that faculty would like to develop as 

distinctive aspects of the learning process. While included in the COBE AoL books for each year, the 

discipline-specific measures are not included in this report. 
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The twelve assurance of learning outcome statements (ALOs) for the COBE and examples of 

measurement types for each are described below: 

1. Knowledge. (ALO: Students will understand basic concepts of the core business disciplines.) 

o ETS measures show RU students do well and have averaged from the 47th to the 90th 

percentile in performance in different disciplines (capstone management course) 

o Course embedded measures (e.g. from a marketing course) focus on key areas (e.g. 

global knowledge). 

2. Written Communication. (ALO: Students will identify the central topic, organize content, present 

information with good form, and cite content appropriately.) 

o Criterion results show improvements in grammar (before-after measures) 

o Samples of formal and informal writing assessed with a common rubric using multiple 

raters 

3. Oral Communication. (ALO: In a presentation, students will demonstrate subject knowledge, 

organize content logically, deliver the content professionally and persuasively establish relevance of 

information.) 

o Taped student presentations provided to AoL committee through the D2L software for 

assessment of individuals with a common rubric 

o Course embedded ratings use a common rubric and ratings from a faculty member 

o Indirect measures from survey of alumni reinforce importance of the skill 

4. Logical Decision Making. (ALO: Students will identify the problem/issue/opportunity, organize 

information, and recommend relevant/integrated options in a given situation.) 

o Mini-cases have become the primary assessment tool as the rubric can be applied to 

cases that emphasize decisions about ethics, cross cultural issues, or global challenges  

o Scores for framework (identify the problem) and evaluation clearly improved 

o Assessed in six different courses (fall 2011) across the BBA core and in three different 

courses in the MBA program 

5. Global. (ALO: Students will exhibit knowledge of global issues). 

o Course embedded measures from ECON 340 (Global Economics); ETS results 

o Mini-cases and the new measure in 2012 asks students to identify two global issues and 

to describe the potential impact on business 

(12) BBA /MBA Core Outcomes 

Discipline Specific Outcomes 

Curriculum review and changes 

• Annually Measured 

• Close-the-Loop reviews and COBE discussion 

• Annually Measured 

• Departmental Reviews and fyi to COBE faculty 

• Curriculum Committees and Assurance of Learning Committee focus 

• COBE Faculty review, discuss, suggest, & vote on suggested changes 
to core 
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6. Cross Cultural. (ALO: Students will be able to compare and contrast perspectives of different 

cultural groups in a given situation.) 

o Mini-quizzes for etiquette and business card protocols (ECON 105, MGNT 357) 

o Mini-cases  (MGNT 428 students did out-score students in ECON 106, so comparisons of 

levels and comparisons were begun with results from mini-cases) 

7. Ethical Intelligence. (ALO: Students will identify the ethical dilemma(s), identify divergent views of 

relevant stakeholders, analyze consequences of alternatives, and differentiate the ethical 

dilemma(s) from legal issues in a given situation.) 

o Course embedded measures for 4-scenario problem grid (ethical/legal; ethical/illegal) 

(MKTG 340) 

o Mini-case(s), Simulation. 

8. Corporate Social Responsibility (ALO: Students will identify the corporate social responsibility 

components and logically defend a course of action in a given situation.) 

o Indirect measures of alumni perceptions of value added in the program 

o Business strategy game and mini-cases (ACTG, MKTG, and MGNT classes) 

Analytical Skills (ALO: Students will be able to identify the problem and use time value of money, 

financial statements, and statistical techniques to make decisions.)  

9.   Identify the Problem (mini-case measures across 7 different courses and across other topics) 

10. Use Time Value of Money to Make Decisions (mini-cases in ACTG 212 and MGNT 333 for fall 

2011) 

11. Use Financial Statements to Make Decisions (mini-case in ECON 340 for fall 2011) 

12. Use Statistics to Make Decisions (course embedded measures from MGNT 333, MGNT 428) 

 

These twelve learning outcomes have allowed the faculty to discuss, debate and refine views on student 

learning across a breadth of topics. Faculty members retained the course embedded approaches that 

had been in place and added another layer of insight from mini-cases, simulations, exercises, Criterion 

and rubrics. Their work has led to changes in the curriculum as well as a strong basis to plan the next 

five-year cycle of assessment and improvements. 

5.3  AoL and Curricula Development.  

To close the 2011-12 academic year, faculty members considered proposals from the Undergraduate 

and Graduate Curriculum Committees for changes to measures, curriculum, and pedagogy based on 

assessment summaries from the past five years.  While changes were recommended each year, the five-

year cycle of planning, review and revisions assists assessment efforts as well in that faculty review a 

summary over time which makes it easier to recommend changes as opposed to modifications to 

measures. Thus, for each of the twelve outcomes defined in 2009 for the BBA and for the MBA, faculty 

members reviewed measures and made choices for suggested changes for the future. The purpose of 

this section of the Maintenance of Accreditation report is to give an idea of the types of evidence faculty 
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have used and the resulting development of programs and curricula that occurred as a result. Assurance 

of Learning books, summaries, and other reports will be available for the PRT in the document room. 

Development examples will focus on ethical intelligence, logical decision making, oral presentations, and 

the time value of money for the BBA and the MBA programs. The section concludes with briefer 

summaries for other changes from the program assessment efforts. Discipline-specific measures and 

changes are not included in this report but certainly form a part of the department-level discussions of 

specific majors and extend the impact of assessment efforts. 

5.3.a. Ethical intelligence has been of interest for assessment in the COBE for some time. One of the 

early measures in 2006 used 12 multiple choice questions from the Principles of Marketing course.  As 

students surpassed a target achievement level of 70 percent correct for this measure, faculty targeted 

student abilities to distinguish legal/illegal from ethical/unethical issues using a mini-case with four 

scenarios. Faculty in Marketing and Business Law worked together to ensure that concepts were being 

taught consistently across the disciplines. By fall 2010, faculty members developed a mini-case and 

asked students to identify the ethical dilemma, identify alternative options and support a conclusion. 

The mini-cases were rated by various faculty members using a common rubric and suggested answers.   

 

BBA: Ethical Intelligence Average Scores 

 F 
2006 

S 
2007 

S 
2008 

F 
2008 

F 
2009 

S 
2010 

F 
2010 

S 
2011 

F 
2011 

Knowledge of ethical issues 
(mc) 

83% 81% 85% 83%      

4-Factor Grid of Legal vs Ethical 
Issues 

    88% 91% 72% 69% 88% 

4-point scale for 3 criteria for 
responses to mini-cases 
(average % scoring 2, 3, or 4) 

      41%  
pilot 
test 

76% 73% 

n for mini-cases       166 30 46 

 

Mean scores on the ethics mini-case did improve from 2010 to 2011 from an average of 1.6 to 1.78 on 

identifying the ethical problem and from 1.46 to 2.15 on evaluation of alternatives on a 4.0 scale. 

Faculty members refined the mini-cases, added case problems on ethics in their courses, and included 

the economic crisis as a point of discussion for ethical issues. Finance faculty added ethics cases to the 

introductory course. 

BBA students were able to appropriately respond to the multiple choice embedded questions of ethics. 

The mini-cases for differentiating ethical from legal issues and the cases that required students to 

analyze the situation to suggest a course of action have been more challenging. As such, AoL has had an 

effect on the rigor of the measures, the discussions of dilemmas in classes and on the plans for the 

curriculum going forward. 
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Ethical Intelligence Average Scores 

 F 2011 F 2011 F2011 
Framework (Identify the Problem) 1.89 2.19 3.06 
Evaluation 2.15 2.23 3.38 
Integration 2.63 2.19 3.06 
Level BLAW 203 FINC 331 MBA 

N 46 31 16 
4-point scale was used to rate performance; different raters graded the mini-case responses 

 

For fall 2011, The AoL Committee asked to see if MBA students and those in upper level classes would 

perform better than those at earlier stages of the curriculum. While not a true value-added measure, 

faculty curiosity provided a bit of validation for the MBA students and a bit of reassurance at the ability 

of juniors to frame in a problem in comparison to sophomores. From two to three different raters 

graded each set of mini-cases for a total of nine different faculty members involved in grading the cases. 

Thus, the results reflect the progress and faculty knowledge of the rubrics, frameworks, and questions 

more than proof of value added in the curriculum at this time. 

In April 2012 faculty members voted to continue to focus on ethical intelligence as one of the items for 

the “Focus on Four” for 2012-13 for the BBA degree programs. To enhance and ensure coverage of 

ethics, one course in each discipline in the BBA core will be selected to increase coverage of ethics as a 

learning outcome for that specific course. This change was suggested by the AoL Committee, endorsed 

by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and adopted by the faculty.  

Faculty members will work in the fall to agree on a common framework for teaching ethics to explicate 

the core concepts for instruction and develop mini-cases that require students to use this framework. 

Based on the vote of faculty to focus on this topic, the Assurance of Learning Committee will begin 

reviewing varying frameworks for teaching and assessing ethical dilemmas. 

For the MBA program, ethics has also been an outcome of interest. In 2009, faculty members noted that 

MBA students performed well in responding to questions about practices of multinational corporations, 

issues for less developed countries and paths for balancing stockholder interests with social problems. 

Thus, the focus on ethics in the curriculum has been a part of several courses. As the faculty developed 

mini-cases, insight into the learning outcomes of ethics were sharpened. 

MBA Measures for Ethics Average Scores 

 2010 2010 2011 2011 
Framework (Identify the Problem) 2.3 1.5  3.1 

Perspectives 2.1 2.4   
Evaluation 1.9 2.4  3.4 

Integration 1.7 2.5 2.5 3.1 
Number of correct quadrants   2.6  

N 18 43 24 16 

Rubric on a 4.0 scale with 1 as low and 4 as an excellent answer. Target achievement level was set at 3.5 
on the 4.0 scale. 
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Since faculty members were not happy with the pilot test and cases developed in 2010 for MBA 

students, the four-quadrant grid of ethical/unethical and legal/illegal was applied in 2011. Measures 

returned to mini-cases in 2012. In MBA courses, faculty members have used case studies to 

illustrate/emphasize ethical issues, compared/contrasted ethical issues, focused the mini-case 

descriptions on ethical situations as opposed to differentiating ethical and legal issues and developed 

mini-case stimuli.  

Looking forward, the Graduate Curriculum Committee recommended and faculty approved a focus on 

corporate social responsibility as the outcome of interest. Thus, graduate faculty will be developing 

additional mini-cases for this topic as well as using insights from the simulation to improve MBA student 

abilities to define issues of social responsibility, analyze them, and recommend courses of action.  

5.3.b. Logical Decision Making was selected by the faculty as one of the 12 learning outcomes in spring 

2009 at the Close-the-Loop meeting. The journey began with one faculty member calling, eloquently, to 

improve student abilities in identifying problems and then another suggesting that logical decision 

making would round out that concept. During the summer of 2010, faculty met to develop a common 

rubric and included elements for framework (identify the problem), evaluation (analyze the situation 

using appropriate information), perspectives (consider views of different constituents) and integration 

(ensure the suggested solution follows from the analysis). This rubric was then applied to student 

responses on pilot tests of mini-cases starting fall 2010 and in the following two semesters.  

 

As shown, some scores have improved. Faculty members added weekly online practice and graded 

problem sets in economics while others shared the rubric with students and included logical decision 

making as a concept in several different courses. The scores suggest, though, that students are having 

difficulties in defining the problem, evaluating the situation from different perspectives and in 

integrating a solution from the analysis.   

 

BBA Logical Decision Making Average Scores 

 F 2010 S 2011 F 2011 F 2011 
Framework (Identify the Problem) 1.66 1.82 2.16 1.99 
Evaluation  1.48 1.27 2.09 2.10 
Perspectives 1.62 1.55   
Integration of information with 
solution 

  2.13 2.25 

Case name Nemagon Alice Various Various 
N 22 65 151 116 

 

Faculty members are not satisfied with the resulting measures and have selected logical decision making 

as one of the learning outcomes for the “Focus on Four” process for both the BBA and MBA programs. 

The benefit of multiple measures over time is evident at this point. The framework, or a student’s ability 

to identify a problem, was initially defined as one of the twelve learning outcomes. Over the last three 

years with the process of developing rubrics and assessing logical decision making it has become 

apparent that should be considered as a single step in a process of logical decision making. The AoL 
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approach has changed coverage in classes, emphasis on measures and improvement in the plan for the 

future. 

 

MBA student performance for a logical decision making learning outcome has a longer track record 

when compared to measures for the BBA and involved different assessments. In 2007, MBA students 

met or exceeded standards to gather data (97%), integrate information (85%), manage information 

(97%) and analyze data (67%). The measures for the MBA program then influenced the adoption of mini-

cases for the BBA program. In 2007 and 2008, course embedded measures in Finance showed average 

scores for the learning outcomes on a 3.0 scale for problem identification (2.5, 2.5), selecting a 

technique for analysis (2.14, 2.3), and obtaining a viable solution (1.97, 2.20) as acceptable but in need 

of improvement. Results from the mini-cases in 2009 and 2010 showed MBA students scoring, on 

average, on a 4.0 scale from 2.5 to 3.5 for framework, evaluation and integration.  With the mini-cases 

in 2012, MBA students outperformed the BBA students with average scores of 3.5, 3.4 and 3.1 for 

framework, evaluation and integration. The faculty seemed pleased with the mini-case approach to 

assessing logical decision making steps for cases of ethics, social responsibility and global issues.  

 

Changes that occurred as a result of the assessment included emphasis on logical decision making when 

developing a marketing plan and the requirement of weekly problem sets in economics. The Graduate 

Curriculum Committee recommended and faculty approved the continued focus on logical decision 

making and will revisit the concept as part of the “’Focus on Four” for 2012-13. The benefits of a focus 

on ensuring that students can frame in an issue, use appropriate analytical techniques and then 

recommend alternatives and solutions derived from the analysis seem clear to the faculty and of 

importance for the MBA degree. 

 

5.3.c. Oral Communication has been a learning outcome assessed over several years with various 

measures. The next table presents assessment measures for both the BBA and MBA programs. In 

general, both groups of students have been performing well in presentations. In 2009, faculty suggested 

the use of a practice presentation prior to having a graded version and a survey of alumni reinforced the 

importance of presentation skills for subsequent careers. Faculty have also changed their approaches in 

both programs by adding individual presentations before group ones, requiring presentations of 

marketing plans, requiring that visual aids be submitted in advance so feedback could be provided, and 

providing views of taped presentations so students could review and discuss elements of effective 

presentations. This later practice will be enhanced by the decision of the faculty to create some best 

practice videos and/or find online examples for instructors to include in D2L, the RU online course 

management system. The availability of lecture capture equipment in the new building will also make 

production of best practice videos simpler. 

For MBA students, oral presentations are also an outcome of interest. In 2011, the average score for 

presentations in MKTG 641 was 98.6% for quality of graphics, quality of content, and mechanics of the 

presentation.  While the average scores in ACTG 611 were lower with means ranging from 2.8 to 3.0 on 

a 4.0 scale, the rater held the students to a high standard and felt that students did a good job. In 2012, 

presentations were taped and loaded on the D2L course management system. Members of the AoL 
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Committee rated individual MBA students with average scores of 3.6 in vocalizations, 3.7 for body 

control, 4.6 for delivery, 4.5 for clarity and 3.6 for visual aids on a 5.0 scale. With a target achievement 

level of 3.5, faculty members feel confident in MBA student abilities for presentations.  

Based on the proposal by the Assurance of Learning Committee to the Undergraduate and Graduate 

Curriculum Committees and as then accepted by the faculty, best practice videos are being developed 

over the summer and early fall for the D2L system. Although not adopted as a “Focus on Four” measure 

for 2012-13, presentations will continue to be taped and then assessed by the common rubric. 

 

Oral Communication Average Scores 

 Spring 
2010 

Fall 
2010 

Fall 
2010 

Spring 
2011 

Summer 
2011 

Fall 
2011 

Fall 
2011 

Fall 
2011 

Framework  3.22 2.82 3.63 3.63  2.95  

Content      53.6%   

Organization  3.74 3 3.91 3.91 73.8% 3.05  

Engagement      53.2%   

Delivery 100% 3.13 2.96 3.39 3.6 70.0% 2.68 4.6 

Relevance of info 94% ok 3.54 2.96 3.58 3.83  3.47  

Slide/supplements  3.94  3.93 3.86   3.6 

Appropriate dress  3.9  3.96 4    

Rating scale Percent 1 to 4 1 to 4 1 to 4 1 to 4 Percent 1 to 4 1 to 5 

Course level 300 400 MBA 400 400 300 300 MBA 

 N 31 88 28 93 35 100 44 8 

 

5.3.d. Using the Time Value of Money to make decisions has been assessed with mini-cases and 

problems at the MBA level over the last five semesters. The mini-cases have been revised over time and 

the rubric for assessing results has also changed. The mini-cases were originally assessed using a four-

point scale. This was modified to percent correct in the last two administrations.  

 

This outcome and its assessment have been a challenging concept to get right. The first pilot test 

required a five-page solution so no students could master the calculations in the allotted ten minutes. 

MBA: Time Value of Money Average Scores 

 S 2010 F 2010 S 2011 F 2011 S 2012 
Framework (ID Problem) 1.1 2.01 2.14   
Formulas 1.9 1.88 1.69   
Solution 2 2.27 1.71   
Basic question    50% 86% 
Advanced question    46% 33% 
Correct conclusion     91% 
N 9 41 14 38 18 
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Over time, the mini-cases have become more focused and faculty members more determined to make a 

difference in student learning of this concept. By 2012, 86 percent of MBA students would solve the 

main question related to time value of money as compared to 37 percent of students in the BBA 

program. 

 

This outcome is a case-in-point of how the work on measures, mini-cases and discussions during Close-

the-Loop sessions has resulted in greater coverage within classes, greater emphasis by faculty and a bit 

better performance on the outcome by MBA students. Marketing faculty added an assignment on 

Customer Lifetime Value, finance faculty increased use of MyFinanceLab and EXCEL for projects and 

time value of money is now also covered in the required accounting course for MBA students. To 

promote the coverage of time value of money throughout the curriculum, an online tutorial has been 

developed by a faculty member that others can easily make available to their students using the D2L 

course management program.  

 

BBA Student Outcomes for the Time Value of Money exhibited a similar progression as for the MBA 

students. In 2010, about 23 percent could derive a solution to the mini-case problem with average 

scores on a 4.0 scale of 1.5 for framework, 1.29 for selecting formulas and 1.54 for providing a correct 

solution. Course embedded measures in finance showed that over 80 percent of students could 

complete homework assignments correctly but, in 2011, none of the students could return a solution 

within the ten minutes allowed for the mini-case. With a new approach in 2012 based on assessing 

answers as right or wrong, 37 percent of students obtained a correct answer on the basic question and 

13 percent obtained the solution on the second question.  

 
 

Changes have occurred as a result of the AoL process for the time value of money.  The concept was 

reinforced and practiced in non-core courses: (ECON 203, 350, FINC 251, 332, 336, 341, 381, 436, 441), 

covered in the basic accounting course and reviewed in the upper level accounting course (ACTG 314).  

Time Value of Money, Mini-Case (S2012): At the end of three years, the marketing department of 

Felton Corporation plans to launch a new product. The advertising cost to introduce the new 

product will be $450,000. The company requires that advertising costs be funded at the time a 

new product is introduced. The marketing department plans on setting up a money-market 

account to fund the advertising campaign. 

1. If the money-market account earns 4% compounded annually, how much should the 

department deposit into the account today so that $450,000 will be available at the end of 

the three-year period? How much interest was earned on the money-market account over 

the three-year period? 

2. If the marketing department wants to deposit an equal amount each year over the three-

year period, how much should be deposited into the money-market account at the end of 

each year? How much interest would be earned on the money-market account over the 

three-year period? 
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Students have still been challenged to solve the time value of money mini-cases, but the concept has 

wider coverage by faculty and occurs in more places throughout the curriculum.  

Other changes: Measures and informal discussions of written communication permeate the COBE 

culture. Based on concerns about the lack of writing skills and with evidence from common rubrics, 

Criterion and course embedded measures, faculty members made changes: increased writing on 

Discussion Board; used mini-cases; repeated the use of Criterion for grammar, mechanics, and style 

error corrections; and, asked for practice papers before larger papers were completed at the end of the 

term.  

As far back as 2008, the COBE designated BLAW 203 as a writing intensive course. Moving forward, 

faculty members will begin using Grammarly, the RU institutional writing software, and will continue to 

sample formal and informal examples of writing to gauge the impact of these changes on student skills 

for writing.  

In 2010, discussions about global topics encouraged the management faculty to add MGNT 436 

International Management as a requirement for majors; the finance faculty to add FINC 439 

International Finance as a requirement for majors and the marketing faculty to develop a new course as 

an elective for the BBA core, called Culture and Capitalism. The management faculty also changed the 

title of the BBA capstone course to Global Business Strategy.  

 

Faculty members changed emphasis within courses, for example, by increasing global supply chain 

content, adding cases with a global perspective and including mini-case discussions. On the latest COBE 

mini-cases for assessment in fall 2011, students scored 95 percent on framework and in the 71st 

percentile on the ETS exam for International topics. It appears that the extra focus is having an impact 

on student learning outcomes. The faculty elected to retain this outcome as one of the “Focus on Four” 

for the MBA program. The issue will shift to global strategy and faculty members will revisit the concept 

definition, develop rubrics and mini-cases for measures as they implement the pilot tests in 2012-13. 

 

Similar stories could be told for each of the twelve learning outcomes that faculty have considered for 

the past few years. Faculty members have become more aware of how to emphasize some outcomes 

within separate classes and how other faculty members are changing their approaches. The measures, 

reviews and discussions have all led to changes in pedagogy, curriculum, measures and methods.  

5.4 AoL Plans for the Next Cycle with a “Focus on Four”  

“Focus on Four” is the term for transitioning the annual assessments to a smaller and more focused set 

of items and preparing the plan for the next five-year cycle.  The purpose of the focus is to re-visit the 

definitions of each selected construct, develop a common framework for teaching the concept, suggest 

common measures to assess learning and develop new perspectives for the target achievement levels.  
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Categories of Learning Outcomes for the “Focus on Four” 

 

For the BBA program, faculty members will define a few analytical tools and techniques that each and 

every BBA graduate should know. Those tools and techniques should then assist students in analyzing 

ethical issues, cross-cultural perspectives and other problems. The cycle of initiatives for improving 

learning outcomes for the BBA program will be completed by improving abilities in logical decision 

making: identify the issue/problem, apply an appropriate analytical technique and recommend a 

solution integrated from those facts. 

For MBA students, learning outcomes also begin with a few analytical tools and techniques that each 

and every MBA alumni should master. These tools should assist in assessing issues of corporate social 

responsibility, global strategy and other organizational problems. The emphasis for MBA students also 

involves progress in abilities to frame in issues/problems, and select and apply appropriate analysis to 

derive a suggested solution. 

In summary, the COBE has emphasized AoL over the past four years, improved measures, and used the 

results to change approaches. Faculty members focused on increasing the reliability of measures as they 

discussed how to affect student learning in each area.  

 

6. Other Material: Points of Pride  

 

While implied throughout the Maintenance of Accreditation report, the distinctive points of pride for 

the COBE community reflect the student-centered nature of RU and include:  

 New COBE Building. This facility is the result of direct faculty input for its design and includes 

student gathering spaces, a trading room, a behavioral lab, outreach facilities, and state-of-the 

art technology. The opening of this building will provide the impetus for new programs, 

increased enrollment, and a tangible symbol of the quality to be found in the COBE at RU. 

BBA 

Analytical Tools 
and Techniques  

Ethical 
Intelligence 

Cross Cultural 
Understanding 

LogicalDecision 
Making 

MBA 

Analytical Tools 
and Techniques 

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 

Global Strategy 

Logical Decision 
Making 
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Artist’s Rendition of the View of the new COBE building from the RU campus 

 
 

 Active Learning Opportunities. As faculty enrich academic rigor with examples, simulations, 

cases and projects, COBE students connect with others on a global scale and work to solve 

realistic problems. The informal nature of activities for professional development where 

students interact with alumni and professionals at Experience Business…Casually, firm night, 

events for the Advisory Council, the Global Capitalism Speaker Series and receptions for alumni 

also reinforces the active learning culture.  

 

 Assurance of Learning. The AoL process is comprehensive and integrated into the 

undergraduate and graduate degree programs. AoL processes, mini-cases and new measures all 

come from the COBE’s dynamic faculty. The mini-case development process, from pilot tests to 

annual revisions and grading by most of the faculty, has been a rewarding one for the COBE 

community on behalf of COBE students. Faculty members have talked and worked to increase 

the diversity of measures in addition to employing embedded questions.  

 

 Student Organizations. With their intent to connect with national organizations, each other and 

in professional development activities, COBE students are certainly noteworthy. Their servant 

leadership and volunteerism in nonprofit organizations and the service they provide is a 

particular point of pride for this faculty. The student-centered culture of the COBE remains an 

enjoyable part of an academic career at RU. The students then also reinforce each other to 

enhance the quality of the student life at RU. 

 

 Outreach. The COBE and RU do “invest in lifetimes” and are proud of the impact our faculty and 

students make. The Governmental and Nonprofit Assistance Center reaches hundreds of 

financial professionals through national testing, collaborations and workshops. The RU Small 

Business Development Center makes a difference in this region through its counseling and 

training programs. The Leadership Development Center connects with organizations with its 

workshops. The Center for Economic Education affects teachers with its programs on explaining 

and using economics.  

 

 Global Infusion Initiatives. Virtual connections and projects extend the impact of global 

education beyond those of a study abroad experience. COBE students interact and solve 

problems with students at Blaise Pascal University in France, Kassel University in Germany, 
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Ammadebad University in India and University of Galway in Ireland. Future connections may 

also include Israel and Africa. The concept is to retain study abroad for those who can afford to 

participate but to also infuse the curriculum so that each and every student experiences cross- 

cultural events. 

 

 Transparency. In strategic planning, the transparency of the process and its influence on 

collaborations is also a positive development. As faculty members review end-of-year 

expenditure choices, request support for key items (e.g. DataStream, i-Pads) and receive 

research grants, the process of planning for the future with faculty input improves. Thus, the 

team spirit evidenced in the Leadership Team is also seen in the brighter views and collegiality 

of the faculty. 

 

 COBE Advisory Council. As with most accredited business programs, the 50+ members of the 

Advisory Council represent another distinctive aspect of the COBE at RU. These enthusiastic 

COBE alumni and friends participate in events like Experience Business…Casually, firm night, 

receptions, Farewell to Whitt, Global Capitalism luncheons and focus groups with students and 

faculty. Members of the Council recommend new connections for membership and contribute 

to the discussion of strategic directions from their professional viewpoints. Many have provided 

internships, employment connections and mentorship to our faculty and students. 

 

 Quality Peripheral Materials. While it may seem simple, another point of pride is the 

development of promotional items and other materials. The COBE one-page sheets summarize 

aspects of the COBE and its initiatives in a cost effective way. These colorful pages provide a 

convenient way to up-date our community and reinforce the quality of the COBE programs. The 

videos on the Web site, the COBE homepage, and other web platforms at Facebook and Twitter 

join traditional advertising like those in the Washington Diplomat to enhance the rising internal 

and external perceptions of the COBE at RU. 

When the COBE faculty members said: “Experience business….actively, globally and entrepreneurially,” 

they set out to enhance those facets of the RU environment. As such, the active learning opportunities 

extend beyond what this report can show. Faculty members assist students with community projects as 

they engage organizations with student learning. With the aim of enhancing the number of students 

who can have a global experience, faculty members connected virtually with those from other 

programs. The outreach, work with student organizations and connections with a growing number of 

Advisory Council members all combine to enhance the learning for COBE and for RU students. 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

 
The last pages summarize this report by emphasizing the four major goals derived from the mission and 
the importance of the AACSB Maintenance of Accreditation process in driving quality improvements 
over time.  
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7.1 Summary  

 

The College of Business and Economics (COBE) serves a student population of over 1,200 pre-business, 

undergraduate and master’s students. COBE offers an MBA degree and BBA majors in accounting, 

economics, finance, management, and marketing as well as a BS in economics. The COBE also offers 

minors in business administration, entrepreneurship, economics, marketing, and management. Business 

is the second most popular major of interest for incoming freshmen at RU.  

 

A mission and four focal goals guide COBE faculty and staff: 

 

1. COBE infuses active learning experiences throughout the curriculum: With case studies, 

simulations and interactions through projects and professional interactions, the COBE creates an 

active learning experience.  

 

2. COBE fosters the development of responsible business professionals:  Benchmarked data shows 

that COBE students perform well in comparison to their peers in national achievement scores 

for knowledge of business disciplines, an indicator of the strong focus on student knowledge 

that grounds us.  

 

3. COBE invests in its people and infrastructure: The new building, workshops, research grants, 

course development grants and software for learning all enrich a culture focused on progress. 

COBE faculty members are active in publishing, present RU positively in academic venues and 

reflect well on the sustainable, collaborative culture at the COBE and RU.  

 

4. COBE positively impacts its region and beyond:  The Governmental and Nonprofit Assistance 

Center (GNAC), The Small Business Development Center (SBDC), The Leadership Development 

Center (LDC) and The Center for Economic Education (CEE) connect with national, state and local  

constituents to extend COBE’s impact to our communities and future. 

 
The AoL methods document the outcomes for COBE students and involve the majority of faculty 
members and a large number of students in the process. The pedagogy and curriculum evolve as a result 
of the measures and of discussions of these issues over time.  
 
The faculty members in the COBE are active in publishing, in their community and in enriching learning 
for students with active experiences. Faculty members connect with each other, Department Chairs and 
the Leadership Team through standing committees and the COBE Faculty Policies and Procedures 
Manual outlines key phases of governance in the College. 
 
Since the 2007 visit of an AACSB peer review team, the COBE has been diligent in working to improve its 
approaches to strategic planning, management of the curriculum in line with standards, expectations for 
publications, and assurance of learning processes. 
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7.2  Conclusions  

 

The stakeholders of the College of Business and Economics at Radford University are very proud of our 

AACSB-accredited status. As a community, we strive to achieve high quality in all aspects of operations. 

The mission driving COBE’s focus is to provide active learning that develops responsible business 

professionals who can collaborate to compete in a changing global economy. Sustaining that mission 

provides ample opportunities for continuous improvement.  

 

The Maintenance of Accreditation report documents key improvements and changes accomplished 

since the 2007 peer review team visit.  The sustainability of the changes is reinforced by the 

engagement of the majority of faculty in their development and implementation. 

The COBE at RU consists of a community of people who have and who continue to offer an active 

learning environment to students and constituents while also providing a climate that allows quality 

achievements in scholarship. We thank you, the reader of this Maintenance of Accreditation report for 

exploring how we, at the COBE:   

  

Experience business….actively, globally, and entrepreneurially. 
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ACTG/LEGAL 40 1 4 21 3 13 10 68 4 82

Amenkhienan 3 1 1 1 1 4 1 6

Brinckman 1 2 3 3

Chase 4 1 1 3 8 17 17

Chatham 7 1 7 1 11 3 15

Davidson 9 1 4 2 5 11 16

Roybark 8 2 2 3 9 12

Saubert, L 4 4 8 8

Saubert, R 4 1 5 5

FINC 36 1 1 3 35 4 5 64 11 80

Beach 6 1 1 5 1 7 5 13

Grossmann 7 8 14 1 15

Hernandez 11 1 11 3 3 18 5 26

Kaushik 5 1 9 1 14 15

Rose 7 1 2 1 11 11

ECON 43 1 57 11 3 41 9 97 50 156

Dendir 6 5 10 1 11

Elias,C 15 15 15

Elias, J 8 8 8

Hallmann 1 1 1 3 3

Hashemzadeh 5 5 1 3 3 6 5 14

Kasturi 4 11 3 1 3 10 12 22

Orlov 5 1 7 1 1 11 13

Oyolola 3 2 3 2 5

Saleh 3 7 4 9 1 17 5 23

Santopietro 2 6 1 1 3 3 4 10

Srinivas 6 2 2 1 4 5 10

Toh 1 1 1 1 2

Vehorn 8 10 1 1 16 4 20

MGNT 44 1 27 45 1 1 20 49 50 119

Beheshti 10 1 11 11

Blaylock 4 4 7 1 8

Brown, J 5 2 4 1 3 6 3 12

Childers 4 4 6 2 5 7 14

Clelland 4 1 1 4 2 6

Fetter 1 5 5 1 12 12

Harrington 1 2 3 3

Henderson 2 1 2 5 5

Kopf 2 3 3 1 1 5

Kunkel 3 3 3

Lachowicz 1 1 1

Schirr, L 3 1 2 3

Shockley 4 4 10 1 17 18

Wang 4 9 13 13

Zarankin 3 2 1 4 5

MKTG 46 1 1 31 4 1 3 24 43 20 87

Bienstock 8 2 3 7 10

Herrington 1 1 1

Lollar 3 1 4 4

Schirr, G 2 1 9 2 1 1 1 13 2 16

Stanaland 12 1 7 1 2 5 15 3 23

Stanton, A 5 2 7 7

Stanton, W 2 2 2

Taylor 4 3 6 1 7

Thakkar 4 6 1 2 1 8 11

Tong 5 1 6 6

Table 2-1

Five-Year Summary of Intellectual Contributions

Portfolio of Intellectual Contributions Summary of Types of Ics
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Note:

Policies guiding the faculty in the production of intellectual contributions are in the college's Faculty Policies and Procedure Manual, pp. 14-19. 

A copy of the Manual  will be available in the document room for the PRT visit.
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Journal Number of articles

Abacus 1

Academic Exchange Quarterly 3

Academy of Accounting and Financial Studies Journal 1

Academy of Educational Leadership Journal 6

Academy of Entrepreneurship Journal 2

Academy of Marketing Studies Journal 3

Advances in Accounting Incorporating Advances in International Accounting 2

Advances in Competitiveness Research 1

Advances in Financial Planning and Forecasting 1

African Economic and Business Review 1

American Journal of Business Research 1

Banking and Finance Review 3

Business Education Innovation Journal 1

Business Quest B>Quest 2

Career Development International 1

Competition Forum 4

Competitiveness Review 1

Corporate Reputation Review 1

Creativity Research Journal 1

Decision Sciences 1

Economics Bulletin 1

Enterprise Information Systems 2

Equal Opportunities International 1

European Journal of Social Science 1

Financial Decisions 1

Financial Markets and Portfolio Management 1

Financial Services Review 1

Franklin Business & Law Review Journal 1

Health Communication 1

ICFAI Journal of Audit Practice 1

IEEE Transactions on Education 1

International Economic Journal 1

International Journal of Advertising 2

International Journal of Conflict Management 1

International Journal of Cross-Cultural Management 1

International Journal of Economic Research. 1

International Journal of Economics and Finance 1

International Journal of Global Business and Economics 2

International Journal of IMC 1

International Journal of Leadership Studies 1

International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management 1

International Journal of Production Economics 1

International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management 2

International Journal of Social Economics 1

International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy 1

International Journal of Statistics and Economics 1

International Journal of Strategic Communication 1

International Journal of the Academic Business World 1

International Negotiation Journal 1

International Research Journal of Applied Finance 1

Table 2-2

Five-Year Summary of Peer Reviewed Journals Articles 
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International Review of Business Research Papers 1

International Review of Economic Education 1

Issues in Information Systems 1

Issues in Innovation 1

Journal for Economics Educators 1

Journal of Accountancy 1

Journal of Accounting Education 1

Journal of Accounting, Ethics & Public Policy 4

Journal of Accounting. 1

Journal of Advertising 1

Journal of Advertising Education 1

Journal of Applied Business Research 1

Journal of Applied Financial Research 1

Journal of Asian Economics 1

Journal of Asset Management 1

Journal of Behavioral Studies in Business 1

Journal of Business and Economics Research 1

Journal of Communication 1

Journal of Competitiveness Review 1

Journal of Consumer Affairs 1

Journal of Consumer Policy 1

Journal of Development Alternatives and Area Studies 1

Journal of Development Studies 1

Journal of Economic Development 1

Journal of Economic Research. 1

Journal of Economics and Finance 2

Journal of Environmental Systems 1

Journal of Finance and Accoutancy 1

Journal of Financial Planning 1

Journal of Financial Service Professionals 4

Journal of Global Business Issues 1

Journal of Government Financial Management 1

Journal of Government Financial Management: Education & Research 1

Journal of International Business Disciplines 1

Journal of International Business Research 1

Journal of International Development 1

Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & Money 3

Journal of Learning in Higher Education 3

Journal of Management Education 1

Journal of Marketing Theory and Practice 1

Journal of Operations Management 1

Journal of Personal Finance 1

Journal of Product Innovation Management 2

Journal of Promotion Management 2

Journal of Retailing 1

Journal of Services Marketing 1

Journal of Shellfish Research 1

Journal of Small Business Strategy 1

Journal of Supply Chain Management 1

Journal of Third World Studies 1

Leadership and Organization Development Journal 1

Managerial Finance 2

Marketing Science 1

Marketing Theory 1

Midwestern Business and Economic Review 2
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MIS Review 1

Municipal Finance Journal 1

Mustang Journal of Accounting and Finance 1

Mustang Journal of Law and Legal Studies 2

New Technology, Work and Employment 1

Operations Management Research 1

Oxford Development Studies 1

Psychology and Marketing 1

Research in Business and Economics Journal 1

Research in Labor Economics 1

Review of Futures Markets 3

The Business Renaissance Quarterly 1

The CPA Journal 2

The International Academy of Business Disciplines 1

The International Journal of Human Resource Management 1

The International Journal of Logistics Management 1

The International Journal of Service Business 1

The International Journal of Systems & Ethics 1

The Journal of Developing Areas 1

The Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance 1

The Review of Black Political Economy 1

World Development 1

Zagreb International Review of Economics and Business 1
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Faculty name Participating or

Supporting (P or S)

Amount of

teaching if P

Amount of

teaching if S

P/(P+S)>60%?

Accounting/Legal   

Amenkhienan P 270  

Brinckman P 531  

Chase P 223  

Chatham P 297  

Davidson P 298  

Roybark P 250  

Saubert, L P 252  

Saubert, R P 342  

Wright S  144

TOTAL ACCOUNTING 2463 144 94%

Economics   

Dendir P 333  

Elias, C S  45

Elias, J S  153

Hallmann S  189

Hashemzadeh P 429  

Kasturi P 255  

Orlov P 0  

Oyolola P 591  

Saleh P 474  

Santopietro P 3  

Srinivas P 444  

Toh P 354  

Vehorn P 435  

TOTAL ECONOMICS 3318 387 90%

Finance   

Beach P 238  

Grossmann P 264  

Hernandez P 195  

Kaushik P 282  

Rose P 306  

TOTAL FINANCE 1285 0 100%

Management   

Beheshti P 198  

Blaylock P 330  

Brown, B S  138

Brown, J P 0  

Childers P 240  

Clelland P 243  

Fetter P 231  

Harrington P 260  

Harris S  99

Henderson P 253  

Kopf P 240  

Kunkel P 210  

Lachowicz P 0  

Schirr, L. S  189

Shockley P 276  

Wang P 273  

Zarankin P 246  

TOTAL MANAGEMENT 3000 426 88%

TABLE 9-1:

SUMMARY OF FACULTY SUFFICIENCY BY DISCIPLINE AND SCHOOL

Fall 2011
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Marketing   

Bienstock P 162  

Herrington P 228  

Lollar P 199  

Schirr, G. P 237  

Stanaland P 360  

Stanton, A. P 261  

Stanton, W. P 246  

Taylor P 183  

Thakkar P 156  

Tong P 147  

TOTAL MARKETING 2179 0 100%

OVERALL FOR SCHOOL 12245 957 93%

Note:

Policies for determining participating and supporting faculty are described in

the main report, p. 29.
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Faculty name Participating or

Supporting (P or S)

Amount of

teaching if P

Amount of

teaching if S

P/(P+S)>60%?

Accounting/Legal   

Amenkhienan P 234  

Brinckman P 546  

Chase P 387  

Chatham P 282  

Davidson P 201  

Roybark P 264  

Saubert, L P 195  

Saubert, R P 315  

TOTAL ACCOUNTING 2424 0 100%

Economics   

Dendir P 276  

Elias, C S  51

Elias, J S  189

Hallmann S  405

Hashemzadeh P 438  

Kasturi P 189  

Orlov P 255  

Oyolola P 444  

Srinivas P 351  

Toh P 306  

Vehorn P 300  

TOTAL ECONOMICS 2559 645 80%

Finance   

Beach P 159  

Grossmann P 246  

Hernandez P 246  

Kaushik P 150  

Rose P 270  

TOTAL FINANCE 1071 0 100%

Management   

Beheshti P 3  

Blaylock P 213  

Brown, B S  189

Childers P 456  

Clelland P 288  

Fetter P 309  

Harrington P 276  

Henderson P 228  

Kopf P 354  

Kunkel P 180  

Lachowicz P 216  

Schirr L S  240

Shockley P 243  

Wang P 315  

Zarankin P 219  

TOTAL MANAGEMENT 3300 429 88%

Marketing   

Bienstock P 216  

Herrington P 171  

Lollar P 228  

Schirr, G. P 255  

TABLE 9-1:

SUMMARY OF FACULTY SUFFICIENCY BY DISCIPLINE AND SCHOOL

Spring 2012
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Stanaland P 303  

Stanton, A. P 186  

Stanton, W. P 288  

Taylor P 150  

Thakkar P 234  

Tong P 210  

TOTAL MARKETING 2241 0 100%

OVERALL FOR SCHOOL 11595 1074 92%

Note:

Policies for determining participating and supporting faculty are described in

the main report, p. 29.
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Accounting/Legal 82

Amenkhienan PhD-1984 1985 100 AQ 6 * UG/GR

Brinckman JD-1976 1979 100 PQ 3 Practicing 

attorney; 

substitute district 

court judge

*

UG

Chase PhD-1991 1992 100 AQ 17 * UG

Chatham PhD-2004 2004 100 AQ 15 UG

Davidson JD-1974 1986 100 AQ 16 UG/ADM

Roybark PhD-2003 2002 100 AQ 12 * UG

Saubert, L PhD-1977 1985 100 AQ 8 * UG

Saubert, R JD-1981 1985 100 AQ 5 UG

Wright MBA-1982 2011 12.5 PQ 0 CPA and 

Controller of the 

Wythe County 

community 

Hospital.

Consultant to 

the hospital 

since 2007

UG

Economics 156

Dendir PhD-2005 2005 100 AQ 11 ** UG/GR

Elias, C PhD-2007 2009 12.5 PQ 15 Partner in 

consulting firm

Inter-American 

Development 

Bank, 

Governments of 

Barbados, El 

Salvador

UG

Elias, J MA-1993 2011 12.5 PQ 8 Partner in 

consulting firm

Inter-American 

Development 

Bank, 

Governments of 

Barbados, El 

Salvador

UG

Hallmann PhD-2010 2011 25 AQ 3 UG

Hashemzadeh PhD-1975 1983 100 AQ 14 * UG

Kasturi PhD-1983 1985 100 AQ 22 * UG

Orlov PhD-2002 2000 100 AQ 13 *** UG/GR

Oyolola PhD-2007 2011 100 AQ 5 UG

Saleh PhD-2004 2006 100 AQ 23 * UG

Santopietro PhD-1986 1987 100 AQ 10 UG/ADM

Srinivas PhD-2001 2003 100 AQ 10 ** UG

Toh PhD-1980 2007 100 PQ 2 Executive 

Training, Senior 

Policy Advisor, 

Senior 

Economic 

Advisor

Management 

Systems 

International; 

ABS TCM, Ltd.

*

UG

Vehorn PhD-1977 2006 100 AQ 20 UG/GR

Finance 80

Beach PhD-1999 2001 100 AQ 13 *** UG/GR

Grossmann PhD-2007 2007 100 AQ 15 **** UG/GR

Hernandez PhD-2007 2007 100 AQ 26 *** UG/GR

Kaushik PhD-2007 2007 100 AQ 15 *** UG

Rose PhD-1983 1977 100 AQ 11 * UG/GR

Management 119

Beheshti PhD-1977 1979 100 AQ 11 * UG/GR

Blaylock PhD-1980 1994 100 AQ 8 ** UG

Brown, B PhD-1994 2011 50 PQ 0 Mayor of 

Radford

UG

Brown, J PhD-2006 2005 100 AQ 12 UG/GR

Childers PhD-2005 2004 100 AQ 14 * UG

TABLE 10-1:

SUMMARY OF FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS, DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Five-Year Summary of Development Activities

 Supporting AQ or PQ status
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Five-Year Summary of Development Activities

 Supporting AQ or PQ status

Clelland PhD-1994 2001 100 AQ 6 UG/GR

Fetter PhD-2010 2011 100 AQ 12 * UG

Harrington PhD-1991 2002 100 O 3 UG/GR

Harris

EdD-1982 2011 12.5

PQ 0

Corporate 

educator UG

Henderson PhD-1998 1996 100 AQ 5 UG/GR/ADM

Kopf PhD-1989 1992 100 AQ 5 UG/GR

Kunkel PhD-2007 2010 100 AQ 3 AACSB 

Post 

Doctoral 

Bridge to 

Business 

program, 

Virginia 

Tech 2010

*

UG

Lachowicz PhD-1993 2000 100 PQ 1 Consultant and 

small business 

owner

Reed Lumber; 

Maxtena, Inc. 

UG

Schirr, L. MBA-1982 2007 50 PQ 3 Bank investment 

officer

UG

Shockley PhD-2009 2009 100 AQ 18 UG

Wang PhD-2009 2009 100 AQ 13 ** UG

Zarankin PhD-2009 2009 100 AQ 5 * UG

Marketing 87

Bienstock PhD-1994 2003 100 AQ 10 *** UG

Herrington DBA-1993 1993 100 AQ 1 * UG/GR

Lollar PhD-1993 1992 100 AQ 4 UG/ADM

Schirr, G. PhD-2008 2007 100 AQ 16 * UG

Stanaland PhD-1999 2005 100 AQ 23 ** UG

Stanton, A. PhD-1999 2003 100 AQ 7 * UG

Stanton, W. PhD-1975 1994 100 AQ 2 UG

Taylor PhD-1979 1989 100 AQ 7 * UG

Thakkar PhD-2008 2007 100 AQ 11 *** UG

Tong PhD-1978 1984 100 AQ 6 UG/GR

Notes:

* = COBE research grant(s) received

Criteria for determining academic and professional qualification are descrbied in the main report, p. 29.
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NAME QUALIFICATION

AQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

PQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

OTHER 

FACULTY - 

% OF TIME

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

QUALIFICATION 

RATIOS 

PER STD 10

Accounting/Legal

Amenkhienan AQ 100
Brinckman PQ 100
Chase AQ 100

Chatham AQ 100
Davidson AQ 100
Roybark AQ 100
Saubert, L AQ 100
Saubert, R AQ 100
Wright PQ 25

AQ standard 85%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Economics
Dendir AQ 100
Elias, C PQ 25

Elias, J PQ 25
Hallmann AQ 50
Hashemzadeh AQ 100
Kasturi AQ 100
Orlov AQ 100
Oyolola AQ 100
Saleh AQ 100
Santopietro AQ 100
Srinivas AQ 100

Toh PQ 100
Vehorn AQ 100

AQ standard 86%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Finance

Beach AQ 100
Grossmann AQ 100

Hernandez AQ 100

Kaushik AQ 100

Rose AQ 100
AQ standard 100%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Management

Beheshti AQ 100
Blaylock AQ 100
Brown, B PQ 50
Brown, J AQ 100
Childers AQ 100
Clelland AQ 100
Fetter AQ 100
Harrington O 100

Harris PQ 25
Henderson AQ 100

TABLE 10-2:

CALCULATIONS RELATIVE TO DEPLOYMENT OF QUALIFIED FACULTY

Fall 2011
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NAME QUALIFICATION

AQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

PQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

OTHER 

FACULTY - 

% OF TIME

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

QUALIFICATION 

RATIOS 

PER STD 10

Kopf AQ 100
Kunkel AQ 100
Lachowicz PQ 0
Schirr, L. PQ 50
Shockley AQ 100
Wang AQ 100
Zarankin AQ 100

AQ standard 84%

AQ+PQ Standard 93%

Marketing

Bienstock AQ 100
Gilbert AQ 100
Herrington AQ 100
Lollar AQ 100
Schirr, G. AQ 100
Stanaland AQ 100
Stanton, A. AQ 100
Stanton, W. AQ 100
Taylor AQ 100
Thakkar AQ 100
Tong AQ 100

AQ standard 100%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

COBE

AQ standard 90%

AQ+PQ Standard 98%

Herrington is considered to be administrative academically qualified.

Lachowicz was teaching university CORE courses and thus has 0 time devoted to the college mission. 
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NAME QUALIFICATION

AQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

PQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

OTHER 

FACULTY - 

% OF TIME

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

QUALIFICATION 

RATIOS 

PER STD 10

Accounting/Legal

Amenkhienan AQ 100
Brinckman PQ 100
Chase AQ 100

Chatham AQ 100
Davidson AQ 100
Roybark AQ 100
Saubert, L AQ 100
Saubert, R AQ 100

AQ standard 88%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Economics

Dendir AQ 100
Elias, C PQ 25

Elias, J PQ 50
Hallmann AQ 100
Hashemzadeh AQ 100
Kasturi AQ 100
Orlov AQ 100
Oyolola AQ 100
Santopietro AQ 100
Srinivas AQ 100

Toh PQ 100
Vehorn AQ 100

AQ standard 84%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Finance

Beach AQ 100
Grossmann AQ 100

Hernandez AQ 100

Kaushik AQ 100

Rose AQ 100
AQ standard 100%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

Management

Beheshti AQ 100
Blaylock AQ 100
Brown, B PQ 50
Childers AQ 100
Clelland AQ 100
Fetter AQ 100
Harrington O 100

Henderson AQ 100
Kopf AQ 100
Kunkel AQ 100
Lachowicz PQ 50
Schirr L PQ 50

TABLE 10-2:

CALCULATIONS RELATIVE TO DEPLOYMENT OF QUALIFIED FACULTY

Spring 2012
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NAME QUALIFICATION

AQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

PQ FACULTY - 

% OF TIME 

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

OTHER 

FACULTY - 

% OF TIME

DEVOTED 

TO MISSION

QUALIFICATION 

RATIOS 

PER STD 10

Shockley AQ 100
Wang AQ 100
Zarankin AQ 100

AQ standard 81%

AQ+PQ Standard 93%

Marketing

Bienstock AQ 100
Gilbert AQ 100

Herrington AQ 100
Lollar AQ 100
Schirr, G. AQ 100
Schirr, L. PQ 50
Stanaland AQ 100
Stanton, A. AQ 100
Stanton, W. AQ 100
Taylor AQ 100
Thakkar AQ 100
Tong AQ 100

AQ standard 96%

AQ+PQ Standard 100%

COBE

AQ standard 88%

AQ+PQ Standard 98%

Herrington is considered to be administrative academically qualified.

Lachowicz and Vehorn were teaching university CORE courses and thus have reduced time devoted to the college mission. 
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